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PREFACE

'WE CAN MAKE IT WORK'

Wait a minute! Something isn't working! We know that what we're

teaching is important. We know that English, math, science, and

social studies classes present information vital to the personal .

and social development of our students, So why are so many of them

dropping out? Why are we spending so much time dealing with

discipline problems, truancy, apathy, hostility, and downright

rebellion? Why are we forced to spend so much time judging,

bullying, manipulating, and simply attempting to survive?

Something isn't working! Perhaps it's time to call a temporary

truce and seriously consider what we already know about learning.

We know that learning operates in three areas: the psychomotor,

the cognitive, and the affective. The psychomotor involves the

neuromuscular skills, ability, action, control, and coordination.

The cognitive is concerned with the intellectual, thinking aspect

of learning. The affective refers to the feeling or emotional

aspect how we feel about wanting to learn, how we feel as we

learn, and how we feel after we have learned.

The division of the learning process into three areas, or domains,

nas been useful for description and analysis. Unfortunately,

we have been tempted to view these three domains of learning as

distinct and even mutually exclusive. Traditionally, educators

have chosen to assume primary responsibility for cognitive learning,

some responsibility for the psychomotor as it paralleled or supported

cognitive activities, and little or no responsibility for the'

affective. The result has been a fragmentation of the learning

process with a subsequent loss in all areas.

The primary purpose of education has been perceived as the passing

on of data. We have been disposed to say that what Ai-think about

the data is important, but how you feel about the data is irrelevant.

Facts are facts. Two times two is four, like it or lump it. The

implicit assumption seems to have been that since the facts are

important, the student would automatically recognize their value

and relevance, develop a positive affect for them, and use them

for his personal development.

We have been reluctant to deal directly with affect, There seems

to be the implication of tampering with the student's personality,

of invading his privacy, and of encouraging egocentricity, irrespon-

sibility, and irrationality. Further, we are not psychologists

trained to diagnose individual needs; and group situations where

the primary content is the individual's personality is customarily

called a therapy session, not a classroom activity.

But something isn't working. Is there a meaningful middle ground

between intellectual dogmatism and personality therapy in the

classroom? Can the educator in the public schools deal appropriately

and effectively in the affective domain without compromising the

cognitive? What are the specific goals for affective education?

Student needs as they relate to learning are not difficult to

discover. The responses of students, parents, and professional

educators to the state-wide needs assessment survey made 4or the

purposes of accountability identified and prioritized responsibility

for the student's development in the affective domain as follows:

(I) a positive self-concept, (2) a feeling of self-esteem,(3) self-

discipline and the ability to work on one's own, and (4) attitudes

of respect for the worth and dignity of others.

We can do it. Working toward these goals is well within the

competence of every classroom teacher. Further, the discussion of

the relationship among the affective, cognitive, and the psychomotor,. r.

presented under the heading, "Theoretical Framework" in this guide

supports the idea that the three domains of learning are complementary

and mutually supportive. Our question then is not, "Can we deal

with the affective without compromising the cognitive," but rather,

"Can we even deal with the cognitive if we compromise the affective?'

Can it be that whatever isn't working in our public schools is the

result of an imbalance among the affective, the cognitive, and the

psychomotor? If it is, then it is not only for the students who

are dropping out, tuning out, and rebelling that the balance must

be restored. Most of us would agree that all students are entitled

to the best learning experiences we can provide - and the best

learning experiences are those in which the affective element is

planned.

But where do we start? The following pages are presented as a

resource for educators interested in exploring the idea of affective

education and in formulating their own strategies for fuller, more

meaningful learning experiences in their classrooms.

This guide does not put it all together, but it does present a great

many pieces:

a learning model,

over 35 surgOsted classroom procedures for improving the

affective climate,

about 40 classroom activities with stated objectives and

clearly described procedures,

a number of specific suggestions for integrating the affective

in subject matter areas with a complete sample lesson plan,

a list of suggested activities and readings for promoting your

personal awareness and self-actualization,

a complete model for planning professional development that

suggests and describes over 50 activities,

20 complete, ready-to-use instruments for assessing affect,

an extensive list of easily obtainable resource materials.



When we combine these pieces with our own resources, experience,
and professional training, putting it all together will be no

problem. And we can make it work. After all, learning and

teaching are two of the the things we do best.
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CHAPTER I

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A dasic Assumption

It is obvious from even a brief consideration of the three domains

of learning that they do not operate in isolation. To feel, for

example, we must have feelings about something. We have feelings

about what we do or what is done to us (the psychomotor), about

what we tnink or what we are asked to think about (the cognitive),

and even about what we feel or what others feel (the affective).

I Know What I Like

If an event is pleasant, enjoyable, or rewarding, we develop

positive attitudes toward it, If it is painful or unpleasant, we

develop negative attitudes; and in the future, we tend to dislike,

avoid, or reject whatever was associated with the event. If the

event means little or nothing to us, it is neither positive nor

negative and acquires neither an attractive nor an adversive

'quality.

The;graph below illustrates the relationships among positive-

negative and high-low affect. On the horizontal dimension we

'have Positive/Attraction at one end, Indifference in the middle,

and NegativelAversion at the opposite end. On the vertical

dimension we have Central to Self or Meaningful at the top and

Unimportant or Meaningless at the bottom.

Positive/

Attraction

IStrong

Neutral/

Indifference

Weak Weak

Negative/

Aversion

Strong

Figure 1, Two' DimensionsAf1Xperience, by Albert Wight, "Toward

a Definition of Affect in Education," Occasional Paper, p. 3.
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The relationship between the two dimensions is shown by a curved

line representing experience. If an event has no meaning or

importance for us, our reaction is likely to be one of indifference,

neither positive nor negative, and little if any of the event will

be recorded on our brain cells as experience. If an event is

either positive or negative, it becomes meaningful. As something

takes on meaning for us, our reaction moves up the vertical scale,

following the curve to the left or to the right depending on

whether the event is positive (pleasant, enjoyable, rewarding,

exciting, challenging, etc.) or negative (unpleasant, punishing,

threatening, anxiety-producing, etc). These meaningful events are

recorded as experience.

Our experience, then, becomes more than a series of events. Expe-

rience as it is recorded on our brain's cells is the event as it

related, or was meaningful, to us. We think ald feel about what

happens to us, each in our own special way. It is this thinking

and feeling that is recorded as experience. This experience then

becomes the basis for evaluating future events.

I Know What I Know

On the basis of our unique experience, we draw a great many con-

clusions about who we are (self-concept) and how we relate to other

people, ideas, and things (our view of the world and how it oper-

ates). We tend to seek out situations which reinforce and validate

our experience. If we cannot choose the new encounter, we tend to

abstract, interpret, ignore, and reject parts of the new situation

in an effort to achieve a consistency with what we already know,

or more precisely, what we already feel to be true. The chart below

illustrates this cycle of experience,

I was taught how to

feel about myself by

experiences, family,

friends, society, etc.,

so

lead to consequences

that may reinforce

the way I feel about

myself and others.

I feel a certain

way about myself

and

I see the world

in terms of that

feeling and

I respond to the world

that I see in ways that

Figure 2. Geraid.Weinsteian and Mario O. Fantini (eds.),"Toward

Humanistic Education: A Curriculum of Affect" (New York: Praeger

Publishers for the Ford Foundation, 1970), p. 67.
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The cycle is automatic and self-perpetuating. The challenge for

educators is to introduce new experience that can alter "how I
feel about myself" if that feeling is negative or reinforces
failure and restricted behavior choices. If "how I feel about
myself" is neutral or positive, we must introlduce experience that
supports and reinforces this self-concept. Above all, we must
understand that "how I feel about myself" is the filter through
which all experience must pass and that unless we devote our
attention to improving and supporting positite self-concepts in
our students, we are severely limiting our effectiveness as
educators.

Through A Glass Darkly - Or Brightly

Since "how I feel about myself" determines what we perceive and
subsequently what wr are able to learn, the following objectives
for affective education become more than remote ideals; they are
virtually prerequisites to learning of any kind--cognitive,
psychomotor, or affective.

I. To establish a climate conducive to personal growth
and interpersonal interaction involving both student/
student and student/teacher.

2. To provide experiences which will foster the growth
of student's self-image and self-concept.

3. To heighten the student's awareness of himself and his
relationship to his social and physical environment.

4. To give students skill training in active listening,
creative thinking, and honest upression of thoughts and
feelings.

5. To assist students in developing decision-making skills.

Let's state these objectives in another way. They tell the
student, "You are worth my attention and the attention of others;
you are someone important; you can deal effectively with others
and the world you live in; you can understand others, figure
things out, and say things worth listening to; and you can make
important decisions." How would you be likely to participate
in a group that made you feel that way?

The affective element in learning is always operative; students
will always have feelimgs about what happens to them in the
classroom, and these feelings will always determine to a great
extent what they learn, or in other words, what they record as
experience.

12
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(.HAPTER II 6. Openness - How honest am I with others about by own feelings?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I reveal very I reveal everY'

little thing about myself

7. Tendency to Trust Others - How much do I believe in other

people?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

at all Completely

by John O'Brien, NASC Leadership Conference Staff 00nber,
'ace of Mind

1368) 0 1 2 3 4 5 j 8 9

I'm restless and I'm at peace with

1, Self Understanoing dissatisfied myself and the

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 world

I'm prltty I know myself
9, Level of Aspiration - How much do I want teaChieve?

vague comPletelY

THE AFFECTIVE ECUCATOR

jost successful educators already possess the personal qualities

necessary to promote strong, positive affect. 4hy not benin this

chapter by taking a few minutes to consider these qUalities nd

to rate yourself?

PERSOHAL GROWTH INVENTORY'

2, Self Esteeo - Am 1 a worthwhile person to me?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I don't think of

myself as being a

worthwhile person

8 9

I value my-

5elf highly

3, Self-Confluence - How sure of myself am I?

0 1 2 3 4 5 . 1 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Not a lot A tremendous

amount

10. Physical Energy

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I tire easily 1 always have

pep and energY

ut at all enerally very
11, Versatility - How flexible am I?

N
G

sure of myself sure of myself 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I can do only a I can do manY

4, 3iving Love - how wand person am I?
few things well things well

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Im a Mc fish I'm unusually

12, Inventiveness - How many new ideas do I get and support?

'

Wa,rro and 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

alfectionate
I like to keep I want to change

5. Accepting Love - How do I react when someone extends warmth
things as they are every;)ing

to me?
13. Expressing kiger . What do I do when I get mad?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I get uneasy I value affec-

0°0
I express I bottle it

hignlY
it openly up inside

14. Receiving Hostility

0 1 2 3 A 5 6 8 9

It paralyzes me It stimulates me

I

John O'Brien, NASC Leadership Conference Staff member, (1964-

1968). Reprinted from Ohio Association of Student Councils'

Student Council Compass (permission to reprint granted),
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15. Ability to Listen in an Alert and Understanding Way Who Am I?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Very little ability

to listen

16. Clarity in Expressing My Thoughts

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 When we speak of a affective educator, we are speakilj primarily

Great ability

to listen

Questions like "Who am I?," "What am I doing here?," and "Who are

all those other people?" were once thought appropriate only to

Romantic poets and victims of amnesia. We have come to realize,

however,that.suchluestions areimportant,to everyonejn his

development toward self actualization.

nusuau lly
of one who is well on his way to self-actualization. The following

PY m
--6-.----is-i'list"of'matenialvand'activities"thatcan"help'yortowardlour"---

clear
An self-actualization and toward your professional development as

an affective educator. Choose the ones that seem most appropriate

or most interesting to you. A word of caution: these may be

habit forming. Most people have trouble doing just one.

When You're Alone

Study I'm OK; You're OK by Thomas A. Harris. This book gives a

basic introduction to transactional analysis. For deeper reading

in the same area, try Principles of Group Treatment by Eric Berne.

Read Born to Win by Muriel James and Dorothy Jongeward. The

exercises after each chapter are particularly helpful for individual

study.

Read Between Teacher and Child by Haim,Ginott. You will probably

want to practice with the children you teach the type of responses

Ginott suggests.

Read Opening: A Primer for Self-Actualization by Bob Samples and

Bob Woniford. This book is well illustrated and reads easily and

quickly while managing to give an excellent introduction to the

subject.

Read When Teachers Face Themselves by Arthur T. Jersild. This book

is designed to help ihe educator recognize and deal honestly with

anxiety, loneliness, life meaning, sex, hostility, and compassion.

The questionnaires included in the book may help you to analyze

your own needs.

17. Reaction to Comments or Evaluations of What I Do

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9

I ignore them ' them

;ly

18. Tolerance of Differences in Others

0 1 2 3 4 5

Very low

tolerance

19. Interest in Learning

0 1 2 3 4

Not much

Great ability

to accept

differences

5 6 7 8 9

Very actively

interested

20. Independence

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Very little Very indepen-

dent

21. Vision of the Future

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I think mainly I look to and

of the present plan for the

future

How'd You Do?

Remember, nobody's perfect--not even educators--so don't be too

hard on yourself if you discovered some weakness you had not

previously considered. The fact that you were able to recognize

and admit them should be a strong indication that you can improve

in these areas if you decide improvement is desirable. You will

find several other instruments for assessing your effectiveness

as an affective educator in the measurement and evaluation chapter

of this guide.

4
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Read Learnin To ether: How to Foster Creativit Self-Fulfillment,

and Socia wareness in Today s Students and Teac ers y iza eti--

Monroe 'crews. Compare your teaching with the three types of

teachers she describes.

Read Human Relations Develo ment by George M. Gazda. This book

is invaluable to t ose wishing to increase their own ability to

respond with nonpossesive warmth, accurate empathy, and genuineness.

Contains rating scales for self-evaluation and exercises.

If You Can Get a Group Together

Use any of the books or activities suggested above for individual

development.



Use any of the activities listed in the student section of this

guide. Good affectiv education exercises may be adapted to any

age level by changing ne situations or questions.

Use thc book Reality Games: Games People Should Play_ by Saville

Sa;and Sandra-Hollander for-an ongoing system of staff development,_

No trained leader is necessary.

Join a consciousness-raising or self-awarenes group at your church

or other group in your community.

Choose one of the books from the resource 7;st that meets the needs

of your group. Many of the resources have sNuenced activities

and exercises designed to promote group growth.

And If You Really Want To Plan A Program

The many fine suggestions and
activities described in "A Model

for Professional Development Planning," Chapter 5 of this guide,

are sure to help you succeed.



CHAPTER III

DEVELOPING A POSITIVE AFFECTIVE CLIMATE

I have come to a frightening conclusion.

.1 am,the,decisive element in....the_classroom..

It is my personal approach that creates the climate.

It is my daily mood that makes the weather.

As a teacher I possess tremendous power to make a child's

life miserable or joyous.

I can humiliate or humor, hurt or heal.

In all situations it is my response that decides whether

a crisis will be escalated or de-escalated, and a child

numanized or dehumanized.

by Haim Ginott

Fair and Mild

The prevailing attitudes of a group toward itself, its individual

members, and its tasks establish the affective environment or

climate in wnich the group operates. The climate of the school or

of the individual classroom is largely dependent on the leader.

How's The Climate Where You Are?

The following is an outline of indicators that will help you consider

the affective climate in your school or classroom. When you really

get down to the business of assessing the affective climate, you

will find many useful instruments in the measurement and evaluation

section of this guide.

INDICATORS OF THE QUALITY OF AFFECTIVE TEACHING

Indicator of a High Affective Climate

I. Provisions for Meeting Individual Needs

A. Assignments are varied and favorable expectations are

exhibited for individuals.

B. Development of friendly, personalized pupil-teacher

relations.

C. Rapport established for effective pupil-teacher conferences

to meat a variety of needs.

D. Gives thoughtful feedback immediately to student responses,

E. Maintains classroom atmosphere that is conducive to learn-

ing and disruptions are handled promptly and with consis-

tency in a dignified and positive manner.

F. Potential difficulties are prevented by foresight.

G. Maintains effective relationship with parents.

H. Positive regard for individual students.

II. Planning and Preparation

A. Daily plans huilt on success-oriented tasks - commends

effort and gives praise.

B. Texts supplemented by teacher's and pupil's experiences.

C. Evidence of pupil-contribution in planning.

D. Planned, well-organized selection and preparation and

readiness of a wide variety of materials.

III. Involvement of Pupils in a Variety of Learning Experiences

A. Provides a variety of appropriate learning opportunities

based on individual needs of students.

B. Pupils given opportunities to plan and manage the affairs

of classroom.

C. Encouragement of open and honest discussion.

D. Motivation by work being made interesting and important

to pupils. Help given willingly.

IV. Physical Enviftnment.

A. Pupils and teacher maintain a learning environment that

is attractive, colorful, and clean.

B. Efficient planning for handling of supplies.

C. Attentive to physical well-being.of pupils, such as heating,

lighting, etc.

Indicators of a Low Affective Climate

I. Provisions for Meeting Individual Needs

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Assignments uniform for all.

Pupil-teacher relations are very formal.

Pupil-teacher conferences for disciplinary reasons only.

Responds carelessly or not at all.

Lack of order. Problems handled with inconsistency,

leniency, and harshness.

Unable to foresee and resolve difficulties.

Lack of communication with parents.

Disregard for individuals.

II. Planning and Preparation

A.

B.

C.

D.

Unrelated day-by-day tasks. Does not commend pupils.

No variety. Uses texts only.

No contribution of pupils in planning.

Necessary materials lacking.

6
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III. Involvement of Pupils in a Variety of Learning Experiences

A. One type of experience for all pupils,

B. Total direction from teacher.

C. Statement,of students' opinions not encouraged,

-PredUttlol by threats and crititisms only. Help given

grudgingly.

IV. Physical Environment

A. Cluttered, unorganized, unkempt room.

B. No plans fro proper use of materials,

C. Inattentive to physical needs of pupils.

Everybody Complains About the Weather

Everybody complains about the weather, but you can do something

ab t in four important areas: self-concept, awareness and

accEiance of others, values, and responsibility. (A note to

admnaistraters: Substitute "principal" for "teacher" and

"teacher" for "student" as you read--you'll get two ideas for

the price of one.)

Area I: Self-Concept

Many students arrive in a classroom with a background.of experience

that has caused then to have low opinions of their own self-worth.

The:teachers can provide many specific experiences fcr these

students as well as building positive images by the way in which

they respond to these students as people.

Reinforce positive behavior by using statements such as "I like

the way did today," rather than "Your group didn't do

well.'

Seek out strengths of each student. Share these strengths by

putting up a "What I Do Best" bulletin board.

Listen for and respond to feelings, rather than content. "All

the boys choose their friends to play ball. They never choose

us." "You feel left out" or "You would like to be included"

is a more valid response to feelings than, "That's not se or

"Why don't you go ask them to let you play?"

Grade papers with positive marks rather than negative. Mark

number right rather than number wrong. Red pencil outstanding

parts, rather than poor.

Give constructive criticism in a positive manner, Saying 'Your

handwriting was excellent on this paper. Next time let's work

on spelling" is more apt to be heard than "You misspelled nine

words."

20

Give realistic praise, Saying "Your erasing the board was a real

help to me today" is more apt to be believed than "You are such an

angel" when the child knows he really isn't an angel.

Help students to set realistic goals that will lead to success.

Allowing the students to work only_five problems on_a Math_page

wlll give-thi-teiCher an idea as to the child's ability"te under-

stand the problem, while at the same time providing a boost to the

child who works slowly.

Provide students with choices such as "Which of these activities

do you want to do to help you reach this goal" or "These things

must be completed today (or by Friday). Yo'l may ?o them in tho

order you wish," or "Do you want to work alor," With a

In a group?"

rovld activitie lur individual students at which they can succeed.

Constant failure or easy success in a textbook that is on grade

level may lead to frustration and a lowered self-concept or to

boredom while activities on a level appropriate to the students can

lead to success, a positive self-image, or a needed challenge.

Refer to students by name. (Use name activities from student

activities section.)

The way in which a classroom is managed can decide to a large extent

whether or not the students will relate to each other with coopera-

tion or competition, acceptance or rejection, warm regard or

hostility. The following activities are designed to create a

climate conducive to students becoming aware of and acceptance of

others.

Allow students to be involved in making rules, Be fair and consis-

tent in enforcement.

Encourage children to compete against themselves rather than each

other. A student can feel good about doing better this time than

he did before, while he may never achieve what the most talented

are able to achieve.

Identify problems and provide time for students to work on problem

solving, Ignoring a problem or handling it in an authoritarian

manner is not conducive to student development.

Trust students to become involved in knowing what and how they learn

by allowing them to check their own papers, to know when they need

to leave the room to use the restroom, or go to the library, etc.

Be flexible enough in scheduling to allow for maximum use of learn-

ing opportunities. Cutting off a really interesting math session

just as everyone is about to get the idea just because it's time

for social studies, does not allow for maximum effectiveness of time

usage.
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Provide opportunities for discussions and other actiqties that

provide for maximum interaction. (See student activities sections

in this guide for specific ideas.)

Use disciplinary techniques that are r t, and related

to the problem.

--Area-441:--Values

Often a classroom is run according to the value structure of the

teacher with her values being imposed upon the students. In the

affective classroom, the values of all are recognized, discussed,

and individuals are free to develop their own value system as a

result.

Encourage development of ethnic pride by sharing of customs and

traditions, regarding contributions of different ethnic groups to

our culture, by recognizing ethnically related holidays.

Allow open discussion of different points of view, rather than im-

posing the teacher's or the majority's values upon another individual.

Show appreciation for the uniqueness of each individual by accepting

students' responses on the part of all. By hearing others' views,

students have the opportunity to deepen and/or broaden their own

concepts without being put down for their original contribution.

Use the ideas presented in the student activities section for

values level questions in the different subject areas. Try to

make this a regular part of your approach to teaching any subject.

Use content that is relevant to students' own lives so that concepts

can be tried, evaluated, and added to their repertoire of usable

ideas.

Area IV: Responsibility

in the affective classroom, students are encouraged to accept

responsibility for their own actions, learning, and behavior,

as well as their role in the effectiveness of the class or group

as a whole.

Allow students opportunities to assume responsibility for their own

actions, such as when to leave the room. If it is necessary to

limit the number of students in restrooms, library, or working

in the hallway, such things as reversible stop and go signs,

a pocket chart for names, or a sign-out sheet lets students take

responsibility for this.

Allow students to share in responsibilities of classroom management.

Students can learn to be responsible for care of equipment, cleanli-

ness, orderliness, and room arrangement. This can involve specific

tasks such as replenishing supplies, record-keeping, or accessible

arrangement of materials.

Encourage students with problems to accept responsibility for their

own involvement in those problems. Encouraging students to tell

wh-t they did to aggravate the problems, what they can do to

fate them, and their feelings about what they would like to

'hers do can situation for growth, rather than

'laming" games.

Allow students to-plan their own-timeschedules-within-a-blockTsuch-----

as a day or a week, holding them accountable for completing assign-

ments by a deadline.

Allow students to plan individually or in small groups those activi-

ties they wish to complete to achieve a particular learning goal.

Encourage students to use tests as instruments for self-diagnosis

to aid them in setting reasonable and accurate academic goals for

themselves.

Allow students to accept responsibility for their own behavior in

cafeteria, playground, assemblies, etc.

Trust students to make responsible decisions on a level they are

capable of handling. Help them to view mistakes as learning

experiences rather than as failures.

Have students keep a "Time log" for a week. Design class activity

to categorize the various ways time is used. Study can be extended

by class discussion concerning values.

Provide close supervision for those students who need it in such a

Way that they can maintain their dignity and not feel put down.

8
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CHAPTER IV

SMESTEd CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

You haven't Tried Everything Until You've Tried These

-----------The-following-ls-a-collection-of-suggested-classroom-activities-

designed to put strorg, positive affect to work for you and your

students. Try the ones that seem most appropriate for your class-

room or group. If you feel that changing an activity's content or

procedures would make it work better for you, change it. If it

works for you, it works.

The activities are organized below under the following titles:

x.

Xl.

Developing a Positive Self-Concept

Becoming Aware of and Developing Trust in Another Individual

Ueveloping Trust within a Group

Value Clarification Techniques

ueveloping Openness, Toward Others' Opinions, Beliefs, and Values

,Developing ProcUrctive Means of Communication

developing Creative' fhinkihg Skills

Developing the Ability To Consider Alternatives and Consequences

Developing Ability To Make Sound Judgments and Evaluate Criti-

cally

Clarifying Values Through Subject Matter

Integrating Affective Techniques: A Sample Lesson Plan

I. Developing A Positive Self-Concept

NAMES

Objective) To develop a positive self-concept; to develop aware-

ness of others; to enable participants to become better acquainted.

Instructions: Among the most important aspects of the students'

self-images are their feelings about their names. Try one or more

of these activities to introduce students to each other.

1. Let students make name tags by writing adjectives before

their first name. Let students share names in a circle.

2. Let individuals make name tags in shapes that are meaning-

ful to them. Share the meaning of the tags in a total

group.

3. Have students write their names in the form of acrostics

(may be used on a name tag, or made large for display

on a bulletin board). Example: J oily

0 bservant

E nergetic
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4. Write on a name tag one thing of which the individual is .

proud.

5. Have participants say their names the ay:

a. Mother says it when she's angry.

b. The teacher says it when they make a mistake.

c. The way their best friend says it.

----(17--Someone-says-itwho-loves-them.

PARTY FANTASY

Objective: To develop self-awareness and awareness of others.

Instructions: Pretend you are at a party. Pretend that you are

the person you dislike the most. Act out the party situation

with participants being the persons they most dislike.

Discuss:

1. How did it feel being that person?

2. How is that person like you?

BULLETIN BOARDS

Objective: To build a positive self-image.

Instructions: Use bulletin boards to build positive self-images by:

1. Displaying pictures of all students in classroom (allow

studeqs to take Polaroid pictures of each other),

2. Ask students to bring pictures of themselves at different

stages of life (infant, beginning school, present) and

mount on bulletin board. Have others guess names that go

with each picture.

3. Make a talent board - students can display self-portraits,

collages, or other art work showing what they can do best.

STRENGTH BOMBARDMENT

Objective: To develop trust and cohesiveness among group members.

To foster a feeling of positive self-worth.

Part I. Instructions: For groups of 6-12. Each group member takes

his turn in answering the following sequence questions. All group

members relate to the first question before proceeding to the second

question. Questions may be changed but should begin at a less

threatening level.

1. Mini-Autobiography

2. The most influential person in my life. Why?

3. A time I felt good about something I did. Success Incident,

4. Turning point in my life,
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Part II. Instructions: Each group member is given 8-12 small

pieces of paper fhat &ve an adhesive backing. (One for each

member.) One member of the group is designated to be bombarded

by the other group members, Each participant writes a positive

word or words about the designated person on the small piece of

paper, This information is based on perceptions gained through

sharing the preceding questions. Each participant then approaches

the designated person, looks the person directly in the eyes,

and 'shares what is written as he places the paper on the person's

garment. The same procedure is followed until each participant

in the small group has been bombarded by all other group members.

LEMONS

Objectiive: To enable students to recognize similarities and

indiv ual differences.

Instructions: Give each participant one lemon (other fruit or

vegetable may be used). Ask students to study their lemons

carefully, using touch, smell, and sight. Collect all lemons.

Dump them in a pile in the middle of the floor and ask students

to find their own lemons.

Discuss:, Did you find your own lemon? Did you not get yours

TOT-low did you krw? Were you sure about the lemon you

claimed? How did you feel when you found yours? How did you

feel if someone else took yours?

SELF-CONCEPT THROUGH ART ACTIVITIES

Objective: To become more aware of oneself and others.

Instructions: Choose one of the following activities. Add some

of your own to the list.

1. Each participant places a small dot on a sheet of paper

to represent birth. Withbut lifting the pencil, partici-

pants are to portray a series of critical incidents which

they feel represent their lives. Discuss meaning of

pictures in groups of two or three.

2. Using drawing materials, paints, or collage, participants

are to create advertisements for themselves,

3. Participants 6.? to create coat-of-arms for themselves.

4. Create a collage thot answers the question "Who Am I?"

or "Who Are We?" if the participants work as a group.

5. Participants portray meaningful experiences from their

lives in four section comic strips.

6. During a series of group experiences, participants may draw

their feelings about their relationships to the group at

the end of each experience. (Use one large paper marked

into rectangles for each experience.)

10
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7, Two persons work together on a collaborative drawing with

no verbal communication.

WHAT AM I LIKE?

Objective: To develop self-awareness.

Instructions: After each of the following statements, place a

chea mark fn the column that tells if the statement is a lot like

you, a little like you, or not at all like you,

I am a person who:

1. Likes myself

A lot

like me

A little Not at all

like me like me

2. Is afraid of being hurt by

....

others

IMI *ft.
3. People can trust

4. Usually says the right thing

1.
5. Feels bad about myself

...=0...

5. Is fearful of the future

7. Dependent on others for ideas

8. Wastes time

mmaraiam

9. Uses my talents

Y ....

10. Knows my feelings

YY MaMIM

IL Doesn't understand myself

12, Feels hemmed in

,
13. Uses time well

111111

14. Can't hold a job

!*4
15. Trusts myself

*1 -
16, Enjoys people

0VO .. ./M=a

17. Doesn't enjoy being the sex

I am

.1W Y
18. Is discouraged about life

19. Doesn't like to be around

1.elft....
%

people

..1....4 IMI11 *0,
20. Has not developed my talents

21. Often does the wrong thing

,IMIW*.O MI4.

22. People like to be around

23. Is competent on the job

....1=1 miwo,11..mpl

24. People avoid

a1.1 ...=1.

25, Is disinterested in community

raw/

problems

VON

26, Enjoys work

27. Enjoys nature

28. Can control myself

29. Has troubling controlling

myself

wimwmpow.m.O

30. Doesn't like myself
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II, Becoming Aware of and Developing

Trust in Another Individual

INTERVIEWING

Objective: To help participants to become better acquainted,

Instructions: Ask participants to pair off. Each person will

have a turn being the interviewer and the interviewee. The

interviewer pretends to conduct an interview for a job and asks

appropriate questions. After a specified time, the participants

trade places.

WHO ARE YOU?

Objective: To help persons become acquainted with each other;

to become aware of anotiler person as a unique individual.

Instructions: Participants are to pair off with someone they

ouples sit back to back, Participants take a

brief time to describe themselves. Partners then sit with eyes

closed and try to visualize each other. After one minute, partners

turn and face each other. They are told to sit face to face and

look at each other and find a way to say hello without speaking.

NAME TAGS

Obiective: To help persons become acquainted with each other.

Instructions: Furnish materials and ask participants to make

name tags. Tags may be made on full sheets of paper and include

the completion to such statements as "My favorite ' is ,"

"I most enjoy ," "My best school subject is 7 etc.

Participants are then put in small groups to share the information

on the tags.

III. Developing Trust Within a Group

GROUP DISCUSSION

Objective: To develop trust and cohesiveness within a group,

Instructions: Group discussions can be valuable if conducted

accorgig to specific guidelines, but often they turn into

lectures, arguments, advice-giving sessions, or opportunities for

sermonizing on the part of one or more participants. Group

discussions are to express ideas and feelings, but not to decide

upon the "rightness" of a particular idea.

Group discussion can be facilitated by:

1. Having a purpose. The leader should keep the group from

wandering by guiding topics back to the original purpose

of the discussion.
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2. Being sensitive to the feelings of the individuals involved

Help students to clarify their responses by recognizing

similarities and differences. Accept all student response

Many persons are reluctant to share in a group because of

previous experiences in which their views were ridiculed or

ignored.

3. Encouraging, but not forcing, participation from all.

4. Using techniques to help students really hear what the lthe-

person is saying:

(a) Waiting ten seconds before responding to any statrent

made in the discussion,

(b) Requiring each participant to paraphrase the respolse

of the person preceding him before adding his own

remarks.

5. Discussion causes of negative behavior and the feelings

arouses whenever this type of behavior appears in a group.

6. Establishing house rules about keeping discussions within

the group and not repeating them outside the group.

VOLUNTEERING

Objective: To aid in perceiving the relationship between behavior

and experience, with particular reference to the willingness to

engage in behavior involving a minor risk.

Instructions: This exercise may be used effectively in groups of

ten or larger, including very large groups in an auditorium.

1. Announce: We are going to do an experimental demonstration

before the group, for which we need five volunteers.

2. Wait, allowing silence and tension to mount. Urge, if

necessary.

3. When five hands have been raised, state: We have just

completed the exercise.

4. Discuss thoughts and feelings of those who did not volunteer.

Do this first in groups of bwo, then list on the board

reasons for volunteering and not volunteering. Discuss

whether the negative reasons are valid.

5. Conclude with suggestions of situations that may arise in

the next few days that involve risk.

CONSENSUS EXERCISE

Objective: To provide experience in reaching a consensus in a group.

Instructions: Each participant is given a list of needs (see sample),

to rank in order of importance. After needs have been ranked by

individuals, the group is to rank the needs in order by reaching

a consensus on each one. Rules for reaching a consensus are:
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1. Approach the task on Ldsis of ic nuC 6:zient of

individual positions.

2. Support only solution: withwh: lref in some

way. Do not agree jutt to .

3. Conflict-reducing tectliques

ing, or trading are to be avc I

4. View differences of opinion

jor ote, averag-

hindrances.

LOST ON THE MOON (Sample Co,Hws ExfE7' "ze)

You are in a space crew originally sched..i."o to rfldttvous with

a mother ship on the lighted surface of tr. .10QM 4thanical

difficulties, however, have forced your ; to i(Ish-land at a

spot some 200 miles from the rendezvous "pr .1t. rlugh landing

4 depends

.t:11 ivailable must

nex '.. page are

to rank

'ts attempt to

177:t important

o' "through

damaged much of the equipment aboard.

on reaching the mother ship, the most cr

be chosen for the 200 mile trip, List0

the 15 items left intact after landing.

them in terms of their importance to yot

reach the rendezvous point. Place numbe

item, number 2 by the second most import

number 15, the least important.

Individual Group

Rank Rank

.1.1.1...

12

....~.

Box of matches

Food concentrate

50 feet of nylon rc

Parachute silk

Portable heating Ur

Two .45 calibre pistLis

One case dehydrated

Two 100-pound tanks ol or;en

Stellar-map (of the uonstellations)

Life raft

Magnetic compass

5 gallons of water

Signal flares

First aid kit containir: needle

Solar powered FM receipr -.,:orsmitter

LOST ON THE MOON SCORING KEY

Listed Mow '-e the correct rankiro fr the Ltr.7.:::::httPon

items, Ith reasons for the rarkAgs pror 74;, space

survival .

t) Atches iit:le or no us ? or limn

Food .ncentrate 4pply daily food rapired

50 feE. "of nylon rope iful in tying irju-M, help

in climbing

Parachute silk Shelter against sua's rays

Portable heati unit .ful only if on dark side

Two .45 calibre p.stols .:uld make self-propulsion

cfNices

F,:d, mixed with ,,qter for

&inking

Two 1J-pound tanks of oxygen Fils respiratiorrequiremer:

(12) One case dehydrated milk

(1)

(3) Steil map of the moon's One of the principi means of

constellations finding directions

(9) Life raft CO bottles for stelropultion

across chasm, etc.

(14) Magnetic Compass Probably no magnetized poles.

so useless

(2) 5 gallons of water Replenish loss z sweating

(10) Signal flares Distress call *thin line of

sight

First aid kit containing Oral pills or irjection medicine

injection needles valuable

(5) Solar-powered FM receiver Distress signal transmitter,

transmitter communication with mother ship

(7)

TINKER TOYS

Objective: To reveal individual styles of behavior and some group

dynamics such as leadership, competition, and decision-making.

Instructions: Seat groups of 10 to 12 around a table with a box

of tinker toys on the table. Ask each group to work together to

create a symbol of the members' expectations for the workshop or

situation in which they find themselves. Allow about 40 minutes.

When all groups have finished, ask each to give an interpretation

of its symbol.

Analyze experience by discussing the following questfons:

1. Whose ideas got carried out?

2. What ideas were not carried out and why?

3 0
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3, What lea ...!havicr,., did you notice?

4. How were made?

5. Did anyone Hel -eft out?

6. How did you iee if someone did not listen, or ?our

idea was not aci:oted?

:IGSAW PUZZLES

ubjective: To identif leas 7- cooperation, discord, olation.

Jomination among partL snts. 0 enable participants i.. see tha

value of zooperation.

:nstructions: Mix the:pieces r.oni three to five jigsaw puzzles

.tise simple puzzles the': can be rather easily worked). Put the

:rixed puzzle pieces int: small paper bags, approximately one for

each participant (one c- two participants may be left without a

Dag, but there must be :o bags left over). Instruct participants

to r!.ump out the content: of their bags on the dest:s or tables at

the Ame time. Give no other instructions, After a cN utile

attempts at working their own pieces, participants will discover

that they will have to pool pieces in order to work a puzzle.

After all puzzles are worked, discuss:

1. Who took the leadership in beginning to share pieces?

2. Were there any Individuals who refused to share? What

happened?

3. How did you feel if yOu did not ;et a bag?

4. Did anyone share with those who did not get a bag?

5. Were a few indiicduals trying tc dominate the group and

tell everyone Cse what to do?

6, How did you fee, when you had to give some of your puzzle

piepes to someone else?

7. WPJ'ph puzzle was completed first? Why do you think that

hez4ened?

8. We-e any puzzles not completed? Why?

AIRPLANE CONTEST

Objective: To identify roles played by different 7embers in a

group.

Insctructions: Each group will have 15 minutes :o construct a paper

airplane. Groups must use the paper provided, out may add any

other materials they wish. Planes will be judged for:

1. Air worthiness which plane stayed in te air the longest?

2, Accuracy - which eTane could accurately hit a target from

ten feet away?

3. Design - which pline had the most original design'

Each group should Lye observer. The observer will c7:ose one

person within that crou: to watth during the constructir of the

plane. Roles playe:- , he group members will :e discussed at the

conclusion of the co!e!- Some possible categories into which

group members may fei.'

1. The follower

2. The mediator

3. The coordine.or

4. 1h.1 traveler

S. The boss

6. The do nothing

7. The dart thrower

8. The soap box orator

9. The clique (two or more members who shut the others out)

IV: Value Clarification Techniques

Objective: To oroede a slmple and very rapid means by which every

student in the class can make a public affirmation on a,variety of

values issues, The techniques develop realization that others often

see issues quite e'ferertl? than we ourselves do and legitimizes

that important fact.

To give the student:center stage in the classroom and the opportunity

to publicly affirm and explain his stand on various values issues.

Later on, inevitably, the student goes over his answers in his mind

and thoughtfully considersAhat he has said publicly,

THE VOTING TECHNIQUE is a :ponverbal ,approach to exchange information

and opinions between :pacher and student as well as student and

student. This technique involves a series of hand signals: Raise

the hand to answer "yes," swing it around to indicate an emphatic

"yes," "thumbs down" to answer "no,"grind it in" (by a circular

movement) if it is an emphatic "no." Each participant also has an

option to "pass." This is indicated by folding the arms.

A series of "how many of you" questions are asked in rapid succession

--allowing just enough time for hand signals. The leader also

participates, although he or she is 'Ast to do so.

As an example:

I will ask you a series of questions please answer with the hand

signal corresponding to the answer you wis to give.

1. How many of you like to spend 'nu` Tejsure time in sports

activities?

2. How many of you feel tnat continuothieducation enhances your

daily life?
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How ony of you feel that you ,Ire living wit4 yoL- leans?

How,....any of you feel that you have at least one ma, :together

witkc.every member of your family present?

S. How Any of you feel that you are involved in some community

acti?ity?

This technique will give the leader an idea of the feelino cf tr

group regarding the questions asked.

THE RANK ORDiR TECHNIQUE is a verbal technique involvrng a cantTiled

number of alternative choices. In a given situation 4u1._: you 70st

likely--1,.., 2..., 3,.. Put your choices in order c*'

Example:

I. In NT spare time, I on most likely to:

a, Watch T.V. b. :iiead a book c. Do something for someone

elsE

2. If : saw my best frIld cheating in class, 1 would FL.J..

likely:

a. Report it to thE teacher b. Pretend I didn't see it

c. Talk to my friend about it later

THE COMPLETION .SENTENCE TECHNIQUE is one familiar to many. 71e

purpose of .the approach is te.present many alternati',e opirtons

)r solutions. Each student is given the same sentence to f:omplete

according to the way he or she feels about the topic.

Example:

I. If 1 found $100.00, I would

2. My favortte "family activity" is

3. When I am blamed for something I didn't do. I usually

4. When confronted with a problem, my approach is usually

to

5. My favorit2 school activity is ,.... becci

THE CONTINUUM TECHNIQUE'S puroae is to resent a isual evalaation

or survey of a pertinent ques:ion or situation. D-lw horizontal

line on the board or on the floor with masking tape. .abel the

extreme ends of the line so as to represent a pola' '.,, of opinion

or feeling. Desigiquestions to whhA students ma, Ispond by

marl,'ng or standing on the continuum. Each partionit should

be ,..3ven the opportunity to shere the reason for n 77e.1

placement. Discussion may foll Honor th:

Exarzle:

I, What % of the time am .1 'Ty?

0%
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2. How do I usually feel about life?

Sad-Sack Sam Exhilarated Ed

3. How willing am I to share things in the classroom?

Hoardino Helen Handout Hannah

THE PROUD WHIP TECPNIQUE is an opportunity for the participants to

share those things that have happened to them which have aided in

develoaing a more positive self-concept. No place is giver in our

society for braggimi on ourselves. The proud whip is the time for

dirli!ng :ust this. L:h participant begins by saying, "I am proud

that 1, Again, a3 in every technique, the participant has the

right to 'pass."

V. Developing Openness Towards

Othe-'s Opinions, Beliefs, and Values

WHO'S HERE?

Objective: To help members of group became acquainted with each

other and identify those whose views are similar and those whose

views are different from one's own.

7:ms:ructions: I. Before beginning the exercise, select four words

cr posters that relate to the needs of that particular group.

as four 'different kinds of music, four different feelings

zeout being involved in the present situation, posters expressing

foar differentfeelings about life.)

2. Hang ORB word or one poster in each ocrner of the room,

More than one set of words can be used in which case they

are hung on top of each other so that only one set is visible

at a time. To with .:11 n. covered with blank sheets.

3. Explain exercise to the group:

a. We are naturally curious about one another.

b. Superficial characteristics such as sex, age, and

appearance are apparent, but more important in our being

able to.wark together are our views on important issues,

our attitudes, and our feelings.

c. Welqill try to identify thase who share our views as

wel7 as those who think dt'.14Tently.

d. Here 2re four terms by whh ve Tr.i#t describe oursOves.

Aft^ looKing at these, go time :orner where the ward

is 723t :fill would UFE in cng yourself. (Uncover

firEt.set of terms,)

4. Repeat el often a: Jesind usir; other terms,

WHAT IS VALUE LAMENT?

100%
Objectivt: To identify value judgment as opposed to facts, to

provide practice in distingdshing beteei value judgments and facts.
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Instructions: Give ouch student a copy of the following. Complete

alone first, then discuss in the group.

Si'lation 01. When you go into an ice cream shop, how do you

deuide which flavor you will have? Will your choice be the most

delicious flavor? Will everyone agree that you chose the best

flavor? Why or wny not?

Situation #2. What is your favorite food? Why? Do you think

everyone in the world would like it as much as you do? Why not?

Situation #3. What do you like to do in your leisure time? Why

do you think another person might NOT choose the same thing?

Situation 04. When you choose a piece of clothing in a store,

you might choose one piece over another for many reasons. What

might they be? What does your choice depend upon?

Situation #5. If your friend buys a painting because he thinks

it is beautiful, and you think it is terrible, who is right?

You? He? Neither? Why?

All of the situations described above are what can be called

value judgments. Now write your idea of what a "value judgment" is.

Is a "value judgment' the same thing as a "fact?" Why or why not?

What things in a pErson's life mold what he values or likes?

FACT OR OPINION?

Give each student a copy. Complete alone, then discuss in a group.

In the following, place an "F" before a statement of fact, an "0"

before an opinion.

I. My sister Mary is the best cook in this city.

2. My sister Mary has been cooking since she was ten years

old.

3. The earth is a sphere and round.

4. The earth is so dirty and polluted that it is no longer

a fit place for man to live,
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5. Urban renewal costs too much money.

6. Urban renewal is a very worthwhile project.

7. Urban renewal is a federal project designed to rebuild

the decaying "inner city."

8. Oklahoma should try to attract new industry by permitting

them to pay little or no taxes.

9. New industry should pay its fair share of the tax load

the same as any other business in the state because it, too,

uses land, roads, and resources.

10. A former Oklahoma governor tried to attract some new

industries by offering them a lower tax rate.

11. All protestors should be arrested.

12. Peaceful protestors should never be arrested.

13. Protest sometimes brings about a change.

14. Rich people always oppose a change that will help the

average man.

15. Poor people are lazy and never work hard.

16. Change is usually opposed by some groups and supported by

other groups.

17. That building is very interesting and attractive.

18. That building is very ugly.

19. The judgment as to what is beautiful may vary from person

to person,

20. Oklahomans are the finest people in the United States.

21. There are some famous people who come from Oklahoma.

22. Students should be permitted to wear any reasonable form

of dress to school.

23. Students are happier when all wear the same uniform to

avoid status seeking.

24. Parents that always listen to their children are wise.

25. Parents have the right to expect prompt obedience from their

children without conversation.

Use these questions for group discussion:

Which was true of you:

a. Were you tempted to place an "F" for fact in front of opinion

statements with which you strongly agreed? OR

b, Did you feel no difference when you read opinion statements

with which you agreed and disagreed?

How would you explain your reactions?
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What do these questions have to do with the way a historian might

write history? Should they be alert to what is fact and what is

opinion?

Is it important for you to be able to see the difference between

opinion statements and facts as you study history? Why or why not?

VI, Developing Productive Means of Communication

LISTENING TRIADS

Objective: Learning to listen with comprehension rather than

just hearing words.

Instructions: 1. Form triads (groups of three).

2. Name members of triads A, 8, and C.

3. Give a list of discussion topics for each triad.

4. A begins as speaker, B is listener, C is referee. A

chooses topic of choice from list and is allowed 7 minutes

to speak on this topic. B may respond, but before making

any response must be able to summarize previous statements

made by A. If summary is incorrect, the speaker or the

referee may interrupt to clear up the misunderstanding.

5. At the end of 7 minutes, participants change roles and the

new speaker chooses a new topic from the list.

6. At the end of 7 minutes, roles are again changed so that

each participant has a chance to be in each role.

Questions for discussion should be varied as to age and interest

level of group. Questions should be controversial enough to

stimulate interest.

After each person has had a turn these questions should be

discussed by the total group.

1. Did you have difficulty listening to others? Why?

2. Did you have difficulty formulating your thoughts and

listening at the same time?

3. Were others able to paraphrase your thoughts in a shorter,

more concise way?

4. Were you able to get across what you wanted to say?

5. Did the manner of presentation of theirs affect your

listening ability?
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FILMS

Oblective: To use a film as a tool for talking about a particular

problem or specific feelings.

Instructions: 1. Choose a film that fits the needs of your

57iTETPiroup.

2. Preview the film and list questions that might be used for

discussion.

3. Give students specific things to look for in the film before

it is shown.

a. Make comparisons of good and bad features of an activity,

of likenesses, and differences.

b. Use a retrieval chart as a means of reviewing information

gathered during film, such as:

Various Feelings Causes Effects Relate to Experi-

ence in Own Life

4. Vary film showings by:

a. Showing first time without sound. Watch for specific

information or feelings.

b. Show first time without sound and have students write

narrative.

c. Show old or out-of-date film to watch for change.

Discuss how same topic might be treated today.

d. Stop film at strategic points for discussion, or for

hypothesizing about possible problems or solutions.

I FEEL

Objective: To aid participants in identifying feelings; to aid

in understanding feelings; to discover that others have similar

feelings.

Instructions: Individuals may answer the questions in writing,

or questions can be used for group discussion.

1. When I enter a new group, I feel...

2. When I meet new people, I feel...

3. When I talk with a stranger, I feel...

4. When I enter a strange room, I feel...

5. When a meeting opens, I feel...

6. When a conversation begins, I feel...

7. When a stranger speaks to me, I feel...

8. When someone calls on me, I feel...

9. When people first meet me, they.l.

10. When people meet me on the street, they...



When I stand up before a large group, I...

when I'm in a new group, I feel most comfortable when...

When I'm in a new group, I feel most helpful when...

When I'm in a new group, I feel most clumsy when...

INING FOR FEELINGS

!ctive: To develop skill in listening for the feelings behind

7a-5T-statements.

.ructions. Give each student a copy of the following statements.

them to read each one and write in a few words what they think
1 child is feeling. Some statements may have more than one
ing. When completed, discuss answers in total group.

Statement Feelings

It's boring here. There's never anything

to do.

Three more months of school!

I'm not going to race. Eric always wins!

Everybody but me gets to go the the

skating rink. My parents never let me

do anything.

Is this O.K.? Did I do it right?

I can't do that. This is too hard for
me.

Tell me what to draw. I don't know what

to do.

It's his fault - he told me to do it.

He hit me first!

I don't care. This work is silly anyway.

I don't want any help. I can do it by
myself!

Why did I get in trouble for that?

Everybody else was doing it, too.
I don't want to be in this class anymore.

Mark and Eric are always bugging me.

Jenny won't let me have the ball. They

never let me play.

You always pick on me. Paul never gets
in trouble.

is too hard. I'm just too

dumb to get this!

The Blacks always get their way. You

never let us do anything.

The white students always get picked
'or the programs. Why don't we get
to do anything?

The Indian students all played the part

of drunks in the school play. Why can't
we be the hero sometimes?

VII. Developing Creative Thinking Skills

ANIMAL FANTASY

Ob.ective: To stimulate creative thinking.

Instructions: For fantasy trips, any fantasy can be used that

would appeal to the group. All participants must assume a comfortable

position (lying on the floor is preferable) and keep eyes closed.

Tell a story to group while individuals play it out in their own

minds. Following is only one of many sample plots:

Ask students before beginning to think of the person they like the

most, the person they like the least, and themselves and decide

what animals each of these persons could be.

Tell a story involving a trip through the woods. Tell the story in

detail using descriptive language to give a picture of every aspect

of the trip. At one point during the story, the individuals (who

are taking the trip) will have an encounter with the animal

representing the person they most dislike Ask participants to

visualize this encounter in detail in their minds. Tell the story

again, this time changing the setting slightly (a continuation of
the journey). During this trip the participants will encounter

the animals representing the persons they like the most. Ask each
one to visualize this encounter in detail.

At the conclusion of the fantasy trip, ask participants to write

about their feelings during each encounter.

IF I COULD CHOOSE TO BE

Ob'ective: To foster creative thinking; to develop self-awareness.

Instructions: Have each participant complete the following state-

ments by:

1. Writing the answers.

2. Giving the answers orally in a group.

3. Writing the answer to one in graffitti form on the silhouette.

All answers should be explained to the group at some time.

Unfinished statements:

If I could choose to be:

1. An animal, I woule be...

2. A country, I would be...

3, A cartoon, I would be.
4. A flower, I would be...

5, An event, I would be...

6. A tree, I would be...

7. A food, I would be...

8. A song, I would be...

9. A T.V. show, I would be...

10. A book, I would be...

11. A hero, I would be...

12. A car, I would be...

13. A building, I would be...

14. A friend, I would be..
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WhAT CAN YOU GO WITH...?

.02jectivt: To stimulate creative thinking.

Instructions: Divide participants into groups of about 5. Ask

iiTist within a specified time all the uses they can think

of for a brick, a paper clip, a styrofoam cup, or other common

object. At the end of the time limit, let each group share its

VIII. Developing the Ability To Consider

Alternatives and Consequences

WHAT SHOULD I CHANGE?

kective: To identify areas in which change might occur; to

develop self-awareness.

Instructions: Let each participant complete form in writing first.

Pr-7R-ToTportunity for discussion of traits they would like to

change. Discuss ways in which they might bring about these changes.

I. When I am with close friends, I am..., and I'd like to be...

2, At parties, I am..., and I'd like to be,..

3. With adults, I am..., and I'd like to be...

4. In my intentions, I am..., and I'd like to be...

5. When I am alone, I am..., and I'd like to be,..

DIAGNOSING A GROUP PROBLEM

Gbjective; To move from creative thinking to creative action;

to become more effective problem solvers.

Instructions. 1. Choose a problem that the group has the possi-

bility of solving.

2. List in two columns headed "helping forces" and "holding

forces" those things which help or hinder the solution of

the problem.

3. Discuss both lists. Select helping forces that the group

feels they can strengthen and holding forces that they

feel they can weaken. Circle those forces which seem to

be the most important and which the group thinks it can

affect constructively.

4. List steps that can be taken to strengthen each helping

force circled and to weaken each holding force circled,

5. Review steps and circle those which seem promising.

6. For each step list materials, people, and other resources

needed to carry it out.

7. Drganize the steps into a final play (eliminating those

which do not seem to fit) that included sequence and

approximate time.

Discuss with participants their ideas and feelings about using

this method of problem solving and other areas in which this

method might be used.
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PROBLEM SOLVING

ll.bjective.: To learn effective techniques of problem solving. While

these techniques take time when they occur, in the long run time

can be saved if effective solutions can be reached. Simple procedures

for attacking a problem can be outlined so that the time allocated

for problem solving is not wasted on establishing procedure.

Instructions: I. Identify the problem - this must be done by

teacher and students together in order to be effective.

2. Agree that the situation is one that sould not be allowed to

continue and that the statement adequately describes the problem.

3. Outline possible causes of the problem.

4. Discuss possible solutions to problem.

5. React to possible solutions, listing pros and cons and feelings

about each.

6. Discard unacceptable solutions.

7. Agree to try one solution.

8. Try agreed-upon solution.

This is not the end of the problem solving. Evaluation of the

solution must take place after it has been tried and a new solution

agreed upon if this first one has proved unsatisfactory.

IX. Developing Ability To Make Sound

Judgments and Evaluate Critically

CLOTHESLINE CONTINUUM

Objective: To give practice in decision making; to share feelings;

to identify values.

Instructions: String a clothesline across the room (preferably

above a chalkboard). Provide each student with a clothespin and

a card bearing his name, Ask a question (questions may be written

on chalkboard and changed regularly). Students place their names

at the points on the clothesline that most nearly represents

their feelings at the moment (pins may be moved anytime during the

day that the feeling changes). One end of the clothesline should

always represent strong negative feelings, the other end strong

positive feelings, (If a chalkboard is used, a circle drawn

under each pole can state the feeling appropriate to that day's

question.)

DO YOU DECIDE FOR YOURSELF?

Objective: To develop awareness of who makes decisions and of what

decisions are made by the individual and which are imposed,

Instructions: Let each individual respond to questions by checking

appropriate box. Discuss: What decisions do you make for yourself?



Which decisions are made for you? By whom are they made? Are

any decisions being made for you that you feel you could make for

yourself? That you wish you could make for yourself? How do you

feel about decisions made for you by others? Do you feel that you

make good decisions? Do you decide for yourself:

Yes No Who Decided

1. When to go to bed?

2. What time to eat?

3. How to spend your allowance?

4. When to do your homework?

5. What clothes to wear?

6. What chores you do at home?

7. When you do your chores?

8. When you do assignments at school?

9. What time to come home in the

evening?

10. What to do with your free time?

BRAINSTORMING

Objective: To aid in problem solving.

Instructions: Choose problem relevant to group. Once the problen

is presented, participants suggest rapidly all possible solutions.

These solutions are listed on a chalkboard or large newsprint pad.

All solutions are listed, no matter how impractical they may seem.

After the list is completed, answers are grouped in categories

and the process can begin of selecting those that are of value in

the particular instance,

Brainstorming can also be used in identifying obstacles or

facilitating conditions to achievement of a goal.

THE BUCKLE GAME

Objective: To develop awareness of rules and the need for rules

in a society,

Instructions: Play the following games in sequence:

Game I: Pass out buckles to each participants. Tell them to play.

Watch the individuals as they try to figure out the purpose

of the game, to develop their own games, or to question

what to do. Stop at this point and ask them what's the

matter. Discuss the idea that a game must have a purpose

and certain rules and structure for everyone to follow,

Game II: Solicit rules for Game I from the group, taking as many

as you can and list them on the blackboard. Watch the

participants as they see that the rules contradict each

other and get more difficult to follow. After the rules

are written, have them play the game now that they have

rules. They will try to follow the rules but reach a

frustration point. Then stop and discuss the problem

that too many rules cause, and what kind of rules you

need to play a game.

Game III: Ask the group to pass all the buckles to one chosen

person in the class. Then declare that person the

winner. Ask: Does this bother anyone? Discuss the

arbitrary decision on the part of the teacher and how

arbitrary rules are unfair, etc.

Game IV: Divide the group into equal teams for a relay race.

Tell them that they have been complaining about the rules

of the other games, so that now you will give them a

purpose and definite rules. Tell them la pass the buckle

back over their shoulders all the way down the line and

that the first team to reach the end wins the game.

Start them, but as they reach the middle of the line,

stop them and tell them that you forgot one rule. Make

up another rule.

TWENTY QUESTIONS

Objectives: To provide experience in decision.Making; to enable

students to establish some priorities.

Instructions: Ask each participant to list 20 (number may be small

for younger children) things he most likes to do. After the list

is completed, have each person rank his list in order of preference.

Discuss: What did you learn about yourself during this exercise?

Was it difficult to make the decisions? Did you learn anything about

yourself you did not already know?

X. Clarifying Values Through

Subject Matter

Affective education, while composed of many skills that can be

taught directly, is also a part of every cognitive area. Below

are samples of how affective goals can be incorporated into each

discipline area. The teacher's guides for most subject areas

include affective questions and activities as well as the more

cognitive types. Look for them in the guides you use, especially

in the areas of reading, language arts, and social studies.

In all subjects, questions can be asked in three areas, The first

(and unfortunately often the only) type question is that which

deals with recall of facts. The second level are those which deal

with the concepts involved in that particular study. The third

level, and the one in which examples are given here, are the

affective questions which deal with feelings, attitudes, and values.

Example: THE CIVIL WAR

Facts Level

Battles

Generals

North and South
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Emancipation Proclamation

Lincoln

Reconstruction

Concepts Level

Slavery

Economics

Industrial Development

Civil Rights

Freedom vs. Exploitation

Values Level ,

What do you think were the feelings of the slaves?

of the slave owners? of the abolitionists? of the

soldiers.

What are your feelings about the display of the

Confederate flag? Heroes and villains? What were

their qualities? Are there issues in today's society

that could lead to another Civil War?

Do you consider the Civil War a just war?

What would have been your reaction if you had been

drafted by one side and did not sympathize with it?

What kind; of living things would you kill without

concern?

How is conflict handled with your family or friends?

XI: Integrating Affective Tethniquarl:

A Sample Lesson Plan

POLLUTION AND CONSERgTION JF NATURAL CONDITIONS

Learning Obiective: Tareinforce the knowledge we,Aave of natural

conditions and their Trocesses; to explore their conservation.

Component Parts: -To-csview the continuing life cycles of natural

envt:nments,

-To Eciore the conditions of an environment

imposed upon by man and technology,

-To define and identify the results of man's

use of the envOnment.

-To define the ways of eliminating pollution

through group and individual efforts.

Skills: Cognitive - Research, communication comparing and con-

trasting, hypothesizing.

Affective - Trust, respect, openness, productive

communication, consideration of alternatives and

consequences, making sound choices, evaluate construc-

tively.

Materials: Suggested films:

"Clean Town U,S,A." 40-2-1 15 min, C (recycling

garbage)

"The Barn Swallow" 2-3-26 11 min, C (life cycle

of swallow)

"Yours is the Land" 21-3-20 21 min. C (ecology

and conservation)
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"Waterfall" 7-6-2 8 min. (Suitable for L.A. - need

for conservation - pictures and no sound)

"Conserving Our Natural Resources" 32-1-7 171/2 min.

C (resource conservation and wise use)

Other Materials: Poster paper for life cycles

Crayons

A. Teacher Direction:

1. Review work completed on the following lessons on the forest,

desert, and grassland ecosystems and those viewed on film.

2. Visitor:

A. Oklahoma Wildlife Association - Discuss wildlife in

Oklahoma and respective life cycles.

B. Member of Oklahoma City Planning Commission - Discuss

zoning codes and urban planning.

3. On a large piece of poster board, dottlonstrate the life

cycle of an animal. Each child lady 10,1ke his awn selection

of animal,

*4. Yotiql:

1, Howlany of you feel you live in a beautiful neighbor-

hood?

2.. How many of you help keep your neighborhood clean?

Z., How many of you turn off yom light switch when you

leaveour bedroom?

4. How many of you would prefer an economy size car to a

deluxe model?

5. How many of you enjoy visittng the beautiful resorts

in Oklahoma?

6. How many of.you have thrown ,gum wrappers, cans, etc,

out of the car window?

7. How many of you have ever grown your own garden?

B. How many of you have ever seen dead fish floating on

the water due to pollution?

9. How many of you have ever thought of the steps of

processing done to give you the milk you drink?

10. How many of you feel disturbed when looking at the hazy

skyline in the morning?

11. How many of you have felt the need for a quiet place to

,be alone and could not find it?

12. How many of you have ever felt irritated by the loud

noises of the city?

B. Activity,: Small group activity

1. On a large chalkboard, draw a foothills scene, complete

with animals, streams, trees, etc. As the teacher tells

the story of a pioneering family and subsequent settlers

moving into the area, have the students erase and replace

the natural resources with the new trappings. Evaluate

the influence of man in this situation.

*Examples taken from the methods and techniques section of this guide.



2. Brainstorm other situations or environments which man and

his technology have changed. List on a large display

paper.

3. Describe, in any media, the possible natural conditions

of each child's neighborhood before it was a housing

block. Have the child ask himself: How has the

neighborhood changed in the time you have been there?

WHO'S HERE?

Objective: To help members of group become acquainted with each

other and identify those whose views are similar and those whose

views are different from one's own.

llstructions: 1. Before beginning the exercise, select four words

cr posters that relate to the needs of that particular group. (Such

as four different kinds of music, four different feelings about

teing involved in the present situation, posters expressing four

:ifferent feelings about life.) In this case use words, such as:

r'oderate, conserver, wasteful, recycle, cautious.

2. Hang one word or one poster in each corner of the room. More

than one set of words can be used in which case they are hung

on top of each other so that only one set is visible at a

time. To begin with, all are covered with blank sheets.

3. Explain exercise to the group:

a. We are naturally curious about one another.

D. Superficial characteristics such as-sex, age, and appearance

are apparent, but more important in our being able to work

together are our views on important issues, our attitudes,

and our feelings.

c. We will try to identify those who share our views as well

as those who think differently.

d. Here are four terms by which we might describe ourselves.

After looking at these, go to the corner where the word is

that you would use in describing yourself. (Uncover

first set of terms.)

e. When you get there, you will have about 7 minutes to M-

cuss with the others about why you chose this te and how

you feel about being with that group.

4. Repeat as often as desired, using other terms.

C. Small Group Investigation:

1. Statistical growth of population in Oklahoma City

2. Industrial growth in Oklahoma City

3. Resort area development in Oklahoma City

4. Car ownership increase in Oklahoma City

S. Apartment house increase in Oklahoma City
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REPORTING:

1. Each group is to give an oral report of findings. Record

statistical growths on wall chart; discuss projected positive

and negative changes each of these might effect in the community.

Compare statistics.

*2. Using drawing materials, paints, or collage, participants are

to create advertisements for themselves regarding conservation

of natural resources.

NOTE: Wall chart will be an ongoing chart with headings:

a. b. c.

STATISTICAL GROWTH

RESULTING CHANGES

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

d. e.

D. 1. Functioning in the same groups as above, assign each group

to analyze their situation with respect to LItc_lresei

control, possible city control, and individual central-of

situations,

2, Reporting: Record information on another chart with headings

as above. Then bring groups together and discuss findings.

*3, Proud Whik: This technique is an opportunity for the

participants to share those things that have happened to

them which have aided in developing a more positive self-

concept. No place is given in our society for bragging

on ourselves. The proud whip is the time for doing just

this. Each participant begins by saying "I am proud that

I..." Again, as in every technique, the participant has

the right to "pass." Direct toward things done to conserve

natural conditions.

4. Resolve: The conclusion of the discussion will be with

concrete resolution to report needs to the city or concerned

agencies and to carry out individual responsibilities. This

will be a continuing process.

r fill 'Conserving our Natural Resources".3,

Creative Activity: Coca Cola Game on Environment (obtained

from Coca Cola Company, if not available

at school)

*6. Strength Bombardment:

Oblzcliit: To develop trust and cohesivenessamong group mentors,

To foster a feeling of positive self-worth,

Part I. Instructions: For groups of 6-12. Each group member takes

his turn in answering the following sequence questions. All group

members relate to the first question before proceeding to the second

question. Questions may be changed but should begin at d less

threatening level,

*Examples taken from the methods and techniques section of this guide.
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a. Mini-autobiography
b. The most influential person in my life to make me aware

of natural resources. Why?
c. A time I felt good about something I did to conserve.

Success incident.
d. Turning point in my life with regard to conserving my

world.

Part II. Instructions: Each group member is given 8-12 small
pieces of paper that have an adhesive backing (one for each
member). One member of -te group is designated to be bombarded
by the other group member:. Each participant writes a positive
word or words about the designated person on the small piece
of paper. This information is based on perceptions gained through
:sharing the preceding questions. Each participant then approached
the designated person, looks the person directly in the eye and
shares what is written.as he places the paper on the person's
garment. The same procedure is followed until each participant
in the small group has been bombarded by all other group members.
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CHAPTER V

A MODEL FOR PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

,sional Development As a Do-It-Yourself Project

,chool staffs depend on trained specialists outside their own

ngs for planning and implementing programs for the professional

)pment of staff members. While such services are convenient

iff members already burdened with sometimes more than a fair

of work, they are not indispensable. Any school staff that

)s a first rate professional development program has rich

Tes in the professional training and experience of its members.

Mowing model can help you plan professional activities that

Ohm you and the other members of your staff to learn about

) experience the benefits of planned affective education.

encing strong, positive affect is the best way to convince

) of its value.

plan a workshop soon? In the meantime, many of the

Ides and procedures described in the model can be put to

Ise in your classroom.

A MODEL FOR PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

MAKE A NEEDS ASSESSMENT

FORMULATE GROUP OBJECTIVES

FIND RESOURCES

SELECT OR DESIGN ACTIVITIES

IMPLEMENT PLAN

EVALUATE

FOLLOW UP

OUTLINE

!eds Assessment: It should be noted that if the group con-

iders something a need, it is a need. There is no reason for

ismay if it cannot be objectivelTiTilidated.

Larry Nolan Davis and Earl McCallon in Planning, Conducting,

and Evaluating Workshops suggest four purposes served by

a needs assessment:

It gives a place to begin.

2. It provides a direction.

3. In answers the question 'Why?'

4. It authorizes continuation or gives permission to stop."

B. Some questions which may be addressed are:

1. What are the operational levels of participants?

a. Awareness level

Some techniques which may be used are:

*(1) Self-appraisal

*(2) Values clarification

b. Commitment level

Some questions must be settled at

(1) How much time and energy are

devote to this?

(2) Where does this stand among

we deal with as a staff?

c. Knowledge level of participants

(1)

(2)

(3)

this point:

we willing to

the many priorities

Do we understand what is meant by affective

education?

Are we knowledgeable about what conditions

facilitate 'or inhibit affective development?

Do we know what skills must be used?

d. Skill level

A self-evaluation instrument is one method of making

this determination. Some skills which may be

considered are:

*(1) Interactive skills

(a) Active listening (Thomas Gordon, T.E.T.)

(b) Empathic responses

(c) Nonpossessive warmth

(d) Genuineness/congruency

*(2) Skills for establishing a facilitating

environment

(a) Providing opportunities for interaction

(b) Interactive skills teaching

2. What are the strengths and weaknesses of our group?

The staff will at this.point compile the results of

the "operational levels" questions (see section 1 above.)

3. What are the steps involved in change? Research has

shown that the process by which a person decides to

change, although a very complex process, usually follows

a predictable pattern. Havelock** has described this

pattern in terms of phases which can be used as a guide

in planning activities. These phases are: "awareness,"

*See evaluation section of this guide for possible instruments.

**Ronald G. Havelock, The Change Agents Guide to Innovations
23
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"interest,"appraisal," "trial,"adoption," and

'integration."

a. Awareness:. Awareness is the foundation or

springboard determining subsequent stages. This

period is the individual's exposure to and

acknowledgement of a situation. This is a passive

interest, not necessarily seeking further infor-

mation,

b. Interest: Interest is characterized by an open

seeking information before making

a judgment as to whether or not to move into the

appraisal stages.

c. Appraisal: Havelock describes the appraisal

stage as a period of "mental trial" of the

innovation, a necessary preliminary to the

decision to make a "behavioral trial." In the

individual's mind he applies the innovation to

his own situation and decides whether or not it

is worth the effort to try out.

d. Trial: This is the stage in which the individual

uses the innovation on a temporary and tentative

basis before adoption.

e. Adoption: In the adoptive stage the results of

the trial are evaluated and the decision is made

to adopt or reject.

f. Inte ration: True adoption takes place when the

innovation becomes routine.

II. Formulate Group Objectives: Objectives should be determined

democratically through group processes, While groups will

determine their own objectives, the following examples are

offered. They are adapted from Dr. Al Wight, Salt Lake City,

Utah. Examples:

A. The group will achieve a comfortable and meaningful

understanding of what affective education is.

B. The group will explore conditions which facilitate or

inhibit desirable affective outcomes,

C. The group will begin to clarify staff and student roles

and responsibilities in establishing facilitating

conditions.

D. Individuals within the group will increase their under-

standings with respect to affective behavior.

E. The group will explore methods and procedures for in-

volving students, parents, and the community in the

staff's affective development plan,
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F. The group will formulate plant for implementation of ideas

developed or continuationof activities initiated in the

workshop.

III. Find Resources

A. Identify

I. What do we already have on hand?

2. What community resources are available to us?

3. What can we get from the resource section of this

guide?

B. Evaluate

Evaluative criteria should include:

I. How will this help meet our objectives?

2. Is the material appropriate to our level of awareness

and skill development?

3. What is the availability and/or cost?

C. Select

IV. Select or Design Activities

A. Types of activities adapted from Davis and McCallum,

Planning1 Conducting, and Evaluating Workshops.

1, Presentations: These are vehicles for providing

"FiEroriforit For the most part, they are appropriate

only for knowledge learning. Some types of presenta-

tions which may be considered are:

a. Lecture: A prepared verbal presentation by one

Iiker before an audience.

b. Lecturette: A short lecture which will likely

put fewer participants to sleep.

c. Lecture . Forum: A lecture followed by a

---riiiiquestiorswer period. This gives the participants

an opportunity to explore parts of the content in

greater detail.

d. Panel: A planned conversation before an audience

on a selected topic.

e. Panel - Forum: A panel followed by a question/

answer perioa which is chaired by the panel

leader,

f. Expanding_Panel: A panel with a vacant chair(s).

Participants can join in when they wish and leave

the panel when they feel they have had their say.

g. Debate: An organized argument; often very intense.

h. For content and/or entertainment. Films

MiFilvolve attitude learning as well as knowledge

learning.

i. Slide Shows: An illustrated form of lecture.

j, Prgpareflideotapes: Tapes which can be started

and stopped for discussion purposes.



2. Uemunstrations: This group of activities provide

opportunities for modeling "correct" techniques or

procedures, The following types are frequently used.

a. Sim le demonstration: An activity which shows

how a s 1 is performed.

b. Demonstration with Practice: Opportunity for

participants to try a technique after seeing it

demonstrated.

c. Drills: Skills practice involving repetition,

d. TEFITis: A method wherein a skill is learned

by successfully solving a puzzle.

3. Reading: An appropriate activity for knowledge learn-

ing, May serve as a simple and direct way of providing

participants with sufficient background knowledge for

participation in other more interactive activities.

it is also a way of tuning into the "experts" who

may not otherwise be available.

a. Individual Reading: Has an advantage in that it

can be done at the leisure of participants.

b. Read and Discuss: Usually takes the form of a

short reading assignment followed by discussion

in a small group.

c. Read and Report: Individuals read different

materials and summarize them for each other.

d. Reading Aloud: A piece of material is read aloud

to the gruup.

4, Drama: These types of methods are appropriate for

Wedge learning and sometimes attitudes are

involved. Some dramas can involve the participants

as the action unfolds.

a. Skits: These are short, rehearsed portrayals which

Wira point. Discussion may follow.

b. Pantomime: These are short nonverbal portrayals

which may be useful as a warm-up activity when

participants are volunteered as players.

5. Discussion: A group of activities which may be used

whiiipilicipants are knowledgeable about the subject

to be discussed.

a. Group Discussion: An open discussion on a'

selected topic by a relatively small group.

b. Group Buzzes: Usually short discussions with a

set time limit and no leader,

c. Brainstormin : A method of problem solving in

which group members suggest all the possible

solutions (or problems) they can think of in

rapid-fire order. No criticism or discussion of

items is permitted. Usually there is a set time

for brainstorming. Evaluation follows the listing.

d. Diagnostic Sessions: Small groups are formed for

the purpose of diagnosing a problem, situation,

pruess, etc. Cause/effect relationships are

examined in the manner agreed upon by the group,

e.g., looking for evidence, reality testing, etc.

e. Bull Sessions: Highly informal discussions that

sometimes relate tangentially to the learning.

6. Cases: These methods provide simulated experiences

Wn from real life which give participants an

opportunity to apply previously learned knowledge.

a. Case Study: An account of a problem situation

including sufficient detail to enable groups to

analyze the problems involved.

b. Mini-Case: A miniature case study with great

flexibility.of use. May be used as a quick check

or understanding following a lecture, film, read-

ing, or discussion.

c. Critical Incident: A small piece of a case that

states the most important or dramatic transactions.

d. In-basket: A form of case study in which letters,

WEI-Tone-messages, etc. are given to the

participant playing an assigned role. He then

writes actual responses to items in his in-basket.

7. Graphics) The methods described below are useful for

warming up groups and building group cohesion. While

they are nonthreatening, they require considerable

participant self-direction.

a. Doodling: A method participants use when they are

bored.

b. Portraits: A "getting to know you" activity,

WETEare rough drawings of the way participants

see one another. Self portraits may also be used.

Participants can be asked to draw their thoughts

on a particular subject. They may also be asked

to draw a picture of their family, organization, etc.

c. Group Patntings) Everyone smears finger paint or

tempera on the same paper.

d. Group Collage: Similar to group paintings except

that participants glue magazine cutouts on a

common paper.

8. Playlikes: These methods allow participants to practice

behaviors involving many skills similar to those used

on the job.

a. Role Play: An unrehearsed enactment of a response

to a situation or human encounter involving one or

more persons. Role play is useful for situation

analySis or to provide "feedback" to the player

regarding his behavior.
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b. Mini-Role Pla : Relates to the role play in the

same way as t e mini-case relates to the case.

It Ay be used in many of the same ways.

c. Play Yourself: Role play in which a person plays

himself in a fictitious situation.

d. Role Reversal: Two people play each other, hope-

fully to gain a bit more respect for each other.

e. Mirroring: While two or more participants engage

in a role-play, other players spontaneously move

in beside one of the players and translate what

he sal into what he means. These participants

become an alter ego Offii player,

f. Movie: During the role play of an anticipated

situation, the leader becomes a movie director,

giving such cues as "cut," "roll it," "more

or "less .11 This technique is very use-Fr--

in trainITind rehearsing workshop leaders,

teachers, etc.

g. Videotape Feedback: This activity involves taping

any other activity to allow participants to

critique their own performance. If video equip-

ment is unavailable, audio recorders may also

prove useful for this purpose.

h. Social Simulations: These are essentially

multiple, simultaneous role-plays. Written

roles and situational details trigger interactions

that are similar to those in real life,

9. Gaming: These methods are designed to intensely

involve participants. They are useful for knowledge

application and skills practice in problem-analysis,

decision-making, problem-solving, etc. Many such

games are available commercially. They require

considerable time. Simulation games are social

simulations but involve carefuily arranged competing

elements.

10. Participant-Directed Inquiry: These techniques

involve the participant completely in his own learn-

ing.

a. Mutual In ui : A group, without assigned leader-

1iT, p ans a series of learning activities for

their own use, then carry them out.

b. Learning-Teaching Teams: The above group with

the additional purpose of teaching someone else

what they learn.

11. Questioning_Technives:

*a. Clarifying Responses

b. Inquiry Questions

c. Active Listening

*See methods and techniques section of this guide.
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B, The methods and techniques section of this guide may also

be adapted for adults.

1. Group Interaction

a. GroupParticipation

b. Skills for Interaction

1) Active Listening

2) Empathic Responding

3) Nonpossessive Warmth

4) Genuineness/Congruency

(5) Problem-Solving Techniques

2. Personal Development

a. Pursuit of various literature on effective communi-

cations, e.g.

Hiam Ginott, Teacher and Child, The Macmillan

Co., 1972.

Thomas Gordon, Teacher Effectiveness Training,

Peter H. Wyden/PUtlisher, 1974.

George Isaac Brown, Human Teaching for Human

Learnial, Viking Press, 1971,

George-M. Gazda, Human Relations Development:

A Manual for Educators, Allyn and Bacon, 1973.

b. Hon-Book Media (e.g. films, lectures, groups, etc.).

C. Criteria for Design

1. Are they relevant to our objectives?

2. Are they motivational enough to keep us going?

3. Will they allow sufficient group involvement and

participation?

4. Is there sufficient variety between activities to main-

tain interest?

5. Does it lend itself to knowledge, skill, or attitude

learning?

6. Might it yield multiple-learnings, i.e., more than one

type?

7. How much time does it take?

8. How much space does it take?

9. What kind of props are required; are they readily avail-

able?

10. What specialized skills are required of the staff; are

they competent in them?

11. Does it maintain enough/too much control up front?

12. Does it achieve the objective the simplest way possible,

or is it needlessly showy?

V. Implementation

A. Mechanics: During the actual workshop implementation, every-

Thing must be well planned in advance in order that partic-

ipants will not be distracted from the objectives when

everything goes wrong. It is impossible to anticipate



everything that can happen, but good planning will pay

off. Some things to consider are:

1. Physical Facilities (rooms and room arrangements)

2. Convenient Restrooms

3. Means and/or Refreshments

4. Time Scheduling

5. Needed Materials Readily Available

B. Remember the steps necessary for growth in implementing

your in-service. (Refer to Part I of this section,)

C. Coordinate everything into a final plan for the in-service

experience. The following tips are suggested:

I. Allow enough time for processes to work.

2. Limit the scope of a given workshop,

3. Identify processes,

4. Make the workshop setting conducive to,accomplishment

of the selected objectives.

5. Plan the mechanics thoroughly. If this is not well

done, nothing else is going to work.

D Initiate plan - make adjustments as needed - no plan is

sacred.

. Evaluation: Evaluation should be continuous and on-going,

perhaps being done as often as after each activity to provide

immediate feedback to in-service leaders and participants.

A lengthy questionnaire after a long workshop will not provide

much.

A. Group Evaluation (things to evaluate)

I. Participation in the Process

a. Did anyone monopolize the activity?

b. Did everyone have the opportunity to speak?

c. How well did the group handle task functions--

those which relate directly to the task or problem

of the group, the content of the discussion, the

goal toward which the group is working?

d. How were the maintenance functions handled--those

functions related to the process of completing the

task or developing fand maintaining an effective

group?

e. Were self-oriented functions--those behaviors which

served individual rather than group needs--controlled?

2, Group Feelings

Examples:

a, Are we frustrated? Why?

b. Are we motivated to put ideas into practice?

c, How is anger handled in the group?

d, Are we flexible?

e. Are we cohesive?

f. Are we confused?

g. Do we feel a sense of accomplishment?

3. Levels of Awareness, Commitment, Knowledge, and Skills

B, Individual Evaluation

1. Feedback to the individual about his behaviors.

2. Self-evaluation of one's own feelings and attitudes.

m.

n.

Do I feel a part of the group?

Is my point of view being heard?

What do others think of my performance?

Am I actively involved in the group?

Am I getting anything useful out of this?

Do I feel threatened? Why?

How am I handling feelings of anger?

Am I afraid to express my thoughts?

Do I feel put-down?

Do I feel "holier than thou?'

Am I flexible?

How do I feel when I don't know "where somebody is

coming from?"

Am 1 being overly sensitive?

Do I feel that I am being attacked?

C. Leader Self-Evaluation

1. Am 1 being judgmental?

2. Are there cliques? If so, how am I handling them?

3. Am I taking sides?

4. Am I supportive/building confidence of participants who

are reluctant to participate?

5. Am I generating interaction?

6. How am 1 handling emotional outbursts?

7. How well am I pacing the activities?

B. Am I allowing the group to make decisions?

9. Am 1 autocratic?

10. Am I allowing laissez faire to prevail?

11. How well am I iii7itinfflie group?

12. How do I handle periods of silence?

13. Am I sensitive to the comfort needs of the group and

individuals?

14, Do I know how to control anxiety to produce the greatest

creativity?

15. Am I leading the group to solve problems?

D. In-Service Evaluation: PrciVides feedback to workshop

planners for making iMprovements. Some elements to

evaluate are:

1. Objectives

a. Are in-service objectives clear?

b. Are they meeting your needs?

C. Suggested improvements

2. Materials

a. Are materials relevant to objectives?

b. Are they meeting your needs?

c. Suggested improvements 27



3. Staff

a. Is staff working well as a team?
b. Suggested improvements

4. Consultants

a. Are outside resource people adding to learning?
b. Who isn't?
c. Suggested improvements

5. Activities

a. Are they relevent to objectives?
b. Are they of sufficient variety?
c. Do they motivate?

6. Future needs

a. Have you discovered additional learning needs?
b. What?

VII. Follow-Up

A. Recycling to other activities or to new objectives.

B. Make a group plan of action.
Things to consider:

I. Time line
2. Realistic plan
3. Individual roles
4. New skills to practice
5. Resources for future growth

C. Make personal plans for action.
Things to consider:

I. Time line
2. Realistic plan
3. New skills to practice
4. Resources for future growth
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CHAPTER VI

MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION

Evaluation Instruments

There are many unresolved problems in the assessment of noncognitive

traits. The reliability of noncognitive instruments tends to be

considerably lower than that of cognitive instruments of the same

length. Predictive validity is difficult. Normative data is

commonly sparse or missing. As a result of these, psychometric

problems, the user must be cautious in the interpretations and

applications he makes.

Despite the limitations of these instruments, the results obtained

from attitude scales have proven to be useful in educational plan-

ning, evaluation, group counseling, discussion, and in the communi-

cating with other professionals. Acquisition of desirable attitudes

is one of the major goals of our schools. Without knowledge of the

prevailing attitudes of the student, the class, or the school, it

would be difficult to plan accordingly.

These instruments are inexpensive, efficient ways to determine

general trends. They are easy to administer and to score. The

inherent difficulties attending the use of these instruments can

be largely overcome by observing a few simple cautions:

Read all the material accompanying the instruments for indications

of their reliability and validity.

Evaluate the normative data, if any, to determine suitability for

your group.

Read instructions for administering, scoring, and interpreting

carefully.

A

Know your purposes. If the instrument will not help you or your

students, do not use it. Compere the instrument with other

instruments or techniques available to you.

Do not interpret scores in isolation. Consider your own observations,

interviews, anecdotal records, other rating scales, questionnaires,

autobiographical information, role playing, or sociometric tech-

niques.

.Remember that all test scores are in error (for some tests, a

standard error is identified). Translate the score, if the instru-

ment does not do it for you, into a band or range of scores.

Some Definitions

Normal Curve: A distribution of scores or measures that in graphic

form has a distinctive bell-shaped appearance. In a normal

distribution, scores or measures are distributed symmetrically about

the mean, with as many cases at various distances above the mean as

at equal distances below it, and with cases concentrated near the

average and decreasing in frequency the further one departs from

the average. The assumption that mental and psychological character-

istics are distributed normally has been very useful in much test

development work.

Mean: The arithmetic average of the scores; if scores range from

0 to 100, ,the mean is usually 50.

Standard Deviation: Standard deviations are points along the base

of the normal curve which indicate the spread or range of students'

scores; 68% of the students will have scores within the average

of -1 to +1 standard deviations.

Percentile: A point (score) in a distribution below which falls

the percent of cases indicated by the given percentile. Thus

the 15th percentile denotes the score or point below which 15 percent

of the scores fall. Percentile has nothing to do with the percent

of correct answers an examinee has on a test.

Grade Equivalent Scores: The grade level for which a given score

is the real or estimated average. It is expressed in years and

months. For example, the average student beginning the first grade

has a score of 5.0 which means five years plus zero months progress

in school.

Quartiles: Quartiles are scores placed into four percentile group-

ings; the bottom fourth of scores will be in the first quartile,

the second fourth will be in the second quartile, etc. With a

normal group, there will be an equal number of cases in each of the

four quartiles.

Z Scores: Z scores have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.

Thus, a person with a z.1 is one standard deviation above the mean

of the norm group.

See chart on following page.
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COMPARING TEST SCORES

Standard

Deviation -3 -1

I I I

2-Scores -3

ttiles .1

-I

I. Q. 52

Grade

Scores

(Grade 5 2,0

shown)

Mean

-2 -1

2 16

[

68 84

3.0 4.0

+1 +2 +3

50 84 98 99.9

I +

100 116 132 148

I

5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

TI I 1

Quartiles .1 25% 50% 75%
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Measurement Records, The Law, and School Policy

MEMORANDUM

TO: Principals

FROM: Jim Johnson, Committee Chairman

SUBJECT: Administrative Procedures to Implement Public Law 93-380

A. The parents of students have "the right to inspect and review

any and all official records, files, and data directly related to

their children, including all material that is incorporated into

each student's cumulative record folder - specifically including,

but not necessarily limited to identifying data, academic work

completed, level of achievement, attendance data, scores on

standardized intelligence, aptitude, and psychological tests,

interest inventory results, health data, family background informa-

tion, teacher or counselor ratings and observations, and verified

reports of serious or recurrent behavior patterns.'

B. Oklahoma City Schools shall not release personally identifiable

records or files (or personal information contained therein) of

students without the written consent of their parents to any

individual, agency, organization, other than the following:

1. other school officials, including teachers within the

educational institution or local educational agency who

have legitimate educational interests;

2. officials of other schools or school systems in which the

student intends to enroll, upon condition that the

student's parents be notified of the transfer, receive

a copy of the record if desired (school may charge for

copy), and have an opportunity for a hearing to challenge

the content of the record;

3. in connection with a student's application for, or receipt

of, financial aid;

4. authorized representatives of (a) the Comptroller General

of the United States, (b) the Secretary of H.E.W., (c) an

administrative head of an education agency (federal

government), or (d) state educational authority.

C. The parents, or guardians, must be afforded an opportunity for

a hearing to challenge contents of the records.

D. 1. When such records or data include information on more than

one student, the parents of any student shall be entitled

to receive, or be informed of, that part of such record

or data that pertains to their child.
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2. Information con be furnished in compliance with judicial

order, or pursuant to any lawfully issued subpoena, upon

condition that parents and the student '.re notified in

advance of the compliance.

3. For the purpose of the law, when a student has attained

18 years of age, or is attending an institution of post

secondary education, the rights accorded the parents shall

thereafter only be required of and accorded to the student.

Three forms requiring parental signature:

1. Request to View Records, Form 1

2. Request :or Hearing to Challenge Records, Form 2

3. Release of Information, Form 3

Request to View Records

Parents or legal guardians, or students 18 years of age or older,

may review the student's official records by completing the Request

to View Records, Form 1. Upon receiving the signed form, the

principal shall schedule a viewing of the records as soon as possible,

but no later than six school days after receiving the request.

Tne principal, or his designee, shall assist the viewer and upon

completing the Request to View Records, file one copy in the

student's file, file one copy in the principal's office, and give

one copy to the viewer.

Request to Challenge Records

If a parent, guardian, or student 18 years of age or older, wishes

to challenge the information on the student's records, a hearing

snall be conducted by the principal as soon as possible, but no

later Iral six school days after the request, Form 2, is received

Hncipal.

nearing, the principal shall giv, one copy of the request

to the person making the request, and shall retain one copy for his

files.

The person requesting the hearing may appeal the principal's decision

to the director of the appropriate level who shall render a decision

witnin six school days after receiving the appeal.

Tne person requesting the hearing may appeal the director's decision

to the Board of Education by making an appeal through the Super-

intendent's office.

Release of Information

A parent, guardian, or student 18 years of age or older, must submit

a completed Release of Student Information, Form 3, before schools

may release information to any individual, agency, school, or

institution. This form may serve as notification in those situations

when transcripts are being sent to a school where the student intends

to enroll.

66

When a student withdraws from a school to enroll in another school,

the Release of Information Form may be given to parents at that

time. When another school requests a transcript of a student, the

Release of Information Form should be sent to that school with

instructions to obtain the parent's signature prior to releasing

the transcript. If another system has its own form, that form

may be used, prrvided the parent is notified of the release of

information.

When requesting transcripts sent to several colleges, parents may

list all of the colleges on one form.

Court Order or Subpoena

When a court order or subpoena is presented to a school, the parent

and student .1st be notified prior to the release of the information.

A telephone call may be used to obtain permission.

See following pages for Forms 1, 2, and 3.
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FORM I (P.L. 93-380) FORM 2 (P.L. 93-380)

PARENT-GUhRDIAN-STUDENT REQUEST TO VIEW AND INSPECT CUMULATIVE DATA PARENT-GUARDIAN-STUDENT REQUEST TO CHALLENGE RECORDS VIEWED

TO THE PRINCIPAL OR DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR OF TO THE PRINCIPAL OR DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR OF

SCHOOL OR PROGRAM SCHOOL OR PROSRtM

DATE: DATE:

(Date Requested) (Date Requested-)

, the legal parent- I have viewed the records of

guardian or student (over 18 years of age) do hereby request to and request a hearing to challenge the following specific informatioa

view, inspect, and examine the cumulative data pertaining to in record or records:

(Name of Student)

IF PRESENTLY ENROLLED, NAME OF SCHOOL:

IF NOT PRESENTLY ENROLLED, LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED:

SPECIFIC DATA REQUESTED FOR VIEWING:

REMARKS:

REMARKS:

Results of hearing (must be given within 5 school days):

Signature of School Administrator with Date of Vi3wing of Data

Si
Title

gnature of School Administrator with

Distribution: Title

Copy to Office File

Signature of Viewer Copy to Viewer

Copy to Student File

Signature and Title of Person Assisting

Viewer

32
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Signature of Person Requesting Hearing

Date of Hearing

Distribution:

Copy to Office File

Copy to Student's File

Copy to Person Requesting



FORM 3 (P.L. 93-380)

CONSENT FOR RELEASE OF STUDENT INFORMATION

Oklahoma City Public Schools
900 North Klein

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106

*TO: Address
(Addressee)

Date:

Reason for Request

I hereby give my permission to release information contained in

any portion, or all portions of my child's record to :

(School or Department) (Address).-

Student's full name Date of Birth

Chart number, if appl-icable Signature of Parent,
Legal Guardian, or 18 Year
Old Student

Signature of employee witnessing signing

*ATTENTION: According to Family Education Rights and Privacy Act
of 1974 (P.L. 93-380) the Parent, Guardian, or 18 year old student
has the right to make a written request to view any records re-
leased.

Distribution: Original copy to Addressee
Duplicate to School or Department
making request
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Evaluation Instruments

The following outline lists the affective survey instruments presented

in this section'. Unless otherwise indicated, all of the instruments

may be reproduced free of charge and used as suggested in the test

description,

A Preview of Coming Attractions

I. Student's Self-Report Inventories

A. Elementary level

I. The Way I Feel Self-Esteem Inventory, Grades K-3

2. Children's Self-Esteem Inventory, Grades 4-8

3. Elementary Classroom Learning Environment Inventory,

Grades K-6

4, Attitudes Toward School and Climate, Grades K-3

5. Attitudes Toward School, Grades 4-7

6, Estes Reading Attitude Inventory, Grades 3-12

7, Oklahoma Scale for Grades 4-7

Your Feelings about School

Your Feelings about Yourself

Your Feelings about Yourself and Others

B. Secondary Level

8. Oklahoma City Secondary Self-Esteem Inventory,

Grades 8-12

9. Secondary Classroom Learning Environment Inventory,

Grades 8-12

10, Estes Reading Attitude Inventory, Grades 3-12 (same

as above)

11. Oklahoma Scale for Grades 8-12 (same as above)

II. Teacher and Administrator Inventories

12. Hoyle Learning Climate Inventory, Teacher Form

13. Hoyle Learning Climate Inventory, Administrator Form

14. Wright Job Satisfaction Inventory

15. Affestive Environment Inventory for Teachers

16. Values Clarification Questionnaire

III. General Inventories for Teacher, Student, Parents, Administrators,

etc

17. C.F. Kettering School Climate Profile

18, Group Roles, Positive and Negative

19, Majority-Minority Opinionnaire

IV. Teacher Reporting on Students

20, Classroom Behavior Inventory

The Way I Feel Inventory

SOURCE: Research Department, Oklahoma City Public Schools

PURPOSE: This instrument is designed to reflect how the student

feelb about himself, his friends, and his school.

GRADES: K-3

ADMINISTRATION: The instrument is administered individually. The

teacher reads each statement aloud twice and records student

responses on the separate student profile sheet. Teacher's Manual

with full instructions for administration can be ottained by writing

the Research Department, Oklahoma City Public Schools,

SCORING: Responses ere hand scored directly on the student's profile

sheet. The twenty items have a maximum value of five points each,

making 100 the maximum score for the inventory.

NORMS:

NORMS FOR THE WAY I FEEL SELF-ESTEEM INVENTORY

1973-1974

Raw Score Z %tile* Raw Score z %tile*

100 2.27 99 77 - ,10 46

99 2.16 98 76 - .21 42

98 2.06 98 75 - .31 38

97 1.96 97 74 - .41 34

96 1.86 97 73 - .52 30

95 1.75 96 72 - .62 27

94 1.65 95 71 - .72 24

93 1.55 94 70 - .82 21

92 1.44 93 69 - .93 18

91 1.34 91 68 -1.03 15

90 1.24 89 67 -1.13 13

89 1.13 87 66 -1.24 11

88 1.03 85 65 -1.34 9

87 .93 82 64 -1.44 7

86 .82 79 63 -1.55 6

85 .72 76 62 -1.65 5

84 .62 73 61 -1,75 4

83 .52 70 60 -1.6 3

82 .41 66 59 -1.86 3

81 .31 62 58 -2,06 2

80 .21 58 57 -2.16 2

7C .10 54 56 -2.27 1

78 .u0 50

Mid %tile rank (average) = 78 Standard Deviation . 9,7

*Percentile rank of a score gives the percentage of students who

scored lower than the given score.

SUGGESTED USES: This inventory is especially useful when

administered before and after the learning experience to

determine growth.
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Children's Self-Esteemtai

SOURCE: Research Department, Oklahoma City Public Schools

PURPOSE: To have the student assess his self-esteem as related

to general self-concept, interpersonal relationships, and school

success.

GRADES: The test was nonmed for students in grades 4-8. It is

not recommended for students in other grades unless (I) their

reading level matches that of the test, and (2) their psychological

development matches that of the test.

ADMINISTRATION: Tnis test was designed and normed for groups of

5-30; taking it in a group makes the student feel less conspicuous.

If there are words that a student cannot understand, there are

alternate words and phrases printed in parentheses on the test

form. The teacher can substitute other words when needed, but this

should not be a common practice.

If there are members of the group who cannot read well enough to

complete the form alone, the teacher may elect to read each item

aloud twice to the entire group as the students read the items to

themselves.

The purpose and directions should be read aloud to the students,

and the person administering the test should explain how the

results will be used.

SCORING: A scoring key is provided; a raw score total of 40 is

possible. An item analysis is also included, making it possible

to score each of the three subtests separately: (1) general self-

esteem, (2) others, and (3) school.

NORMS: Percentile norms are provided. The midpercentile score

was 27.0; the standard deviation, 5.67. Test-retest reliability

was 0.88 over a five-week period for 478 fifth graders.

To support the validity of the instrument for mutual support of

cognitive outcomes in education, a VARIMAX factor analysis was

conducted. Word Knowledge and Reading Comprehension subscales

of the MAT correlated significantly with the self-esteem factor at

the .01 level of confidence, The significant loadings are as

follows:

Subtest Self-Esteem Factor Loadings

Word Knowledge .643

Reading Comprehension .477

Children's Self-Esteen Inventory .932

INTERPRETATION: A group of students or an individual can be com-

pared to the norms of this test as the result of a single testing

session. Pre-post test results can also be used to study self-

esteem growth in a group of students. It is recommended that raw

scores be used in most statistical tests rather than the percentile

scores,

36

NORMS FOR aiILDREN'S SELF-ESTEEM INVENTORY

Raw Score z %tile* Raw Score z %tile*

45 3.17 99 22 - .88 19

44 3.00 99 21 -1.06 14

43 2.82 99 20 -1.23 11

42 2.65 99 19 -1.41 8

41 2.47 99 18 -1.59 6

40 2.29 99 17 -1.76 4

39 2.12 98 16 -1.94 3

38 1.94 97 15 -2.12 2

37 1.76 96 14 -2.29 1

36 1.59 94 13 -2.47 1

35 1.41 92 12 -2.65 1

34 1.23 89 11 -2.82 1

33 1.06 86 10 -2.99 1

32 .88 81 9 -3.17 1

31 .71 76 8 -3.35 1

30 .53 70 7 -3.53 1

29 .35 64 6 -3.70 I

28 .18 57 5 -3.88 1

27 .00 50 4 -3.88 1

26 - .18 43 3 -3,88 1

25 - .35 36 2 -3.88 1

24 - .53 30 1 -3.88 1

23 - .71 24

Mid %tile rank (average) . 27,0 Standard Deviation . 5.67

Directions for Administering the Children's Self-Esteem Inventory

Directions to teachers:

1. Read the instructions to the students. Emphasize that there are

no right or wrong answers; we just want to know how they usually

feel about themselves, their friends, and school,

2. Read each item out loud twice while students read to themselves

and respond "Like Me" or 'Unlike Me."

3. When reading the questinns, the teacher does not have to read

what is in the parentheses. She can substitute a better phrase

or wo'd if the students do not understand the meaning of any

words on the inventory.

4. Teachers should not try to provide the appropriate responses

for students by using voice inflection. Read all items with

the same emotional eve is 6m voice.

5. A key is provided to obtain students' scores from 0-40.

Percentile norms are also available to determine how a student

or class compares with the norming group of 2nd and 5th graders.
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CHILDREN'S SELF-ESTEEM INVENTORY

OKLAHOMA CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Name School

Teacher Grade Date

Sex Age Race

INSTRUCTIONS: If the statement describes how you usually feel, put

a check (v1 in the column "LIKE ME." If the statement does not

describe how you usually feel, put a check (r) in the column "UN-

LIKE ME.' There are no right answers, Words or phrases in

parentheses add meaning to the statement,

LIKE UNLIKE

ME ME

I. I spend a lot of time daydreaming.

2. I'm Pretty sure of myself.

3, I would rather be myself than anyone else,

4. I'm easy to like.

5. I enjoy talking in front of the class.

6. I wish I were younger.

7. There are many things about myself that I

would change if I could.

8. I can make up my mind without too much

trouble.

9. I'm a lot of fun to be with.

10. I'm happy with (proud of) my school work.

11, (2.omeone usually has to tell me what to do.

12. I can adjust to (get used to) new things

easily.

13. I seldom do things that I am sorry for later.

14. 1 have many friends my own age.

15. I do the best work that I can in class.

16. I don't give in easily when I think I'm

right.

17, I can take care of myself.

18, I'm usually happy.

19. I would rather play with children younger

than I am,

20. I don't like to be called on in class.

77

LIKE UNLIKE

ME ME

21, I have reason!, for the things that I do.

22, Things are all mixed up in my life.

23. I can make up my mind and stick to it.

24. Kids like my ideas.

25. I'm not doing as well in school as I'd like.

26. I really like being a boy (or girl).

27. I'm not ashamed of what I am.

28, 1 like the way I look.

29. I like being with other people,

30. I seldom feel upset (uneasy) in school.

31. If I have something to say, I say it.

32. I don't care what happens to me.

33. I think I'm doing O.K.

34. Kids pick on me.

35. My teacher likes me.

36. I really get upset when I'm fussed at

(scolded).

37. Things usually don't bother (upset) me

for very long.

38. I can be trusted.

39. Other people are liked better than I am

40. My school work makes me feel discouraged

(hopeless.)

I. Terminal Objective - The student demonstrates behaviors which

indicate regard of himself as a person of worth and value.

Key: - Correct answer: Unlike Me

+ . Correct answer: Like Me

A. Objective: Chooses own courses of action (adequacy)

-11. Someone usually has to tell me what to do.

+13. I seldom do things that I am sorry for later.

+23. I can make up my mind and stick to it.

-32. I don't care what happens to me,

B. Objective: Selects and defends a position

+ 2. I'm pretty sure of myself.

+ 8. I can make up my mind without too much trouble.

+16. I don't give in easily when I think I'm right.

+21. I have reasons for the things that I do.

+31. If I have something to say, I say it.

37
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C. Objective: Accepts his perception of himself in general Elementary Classroom Learning Environment Inventory

- 1. I spend a lot of time daydreaming. By Gary J. Anderson and Herbert J, Walburg, 1968. Revised 1969 by

+ 3. I would rather be myself than anyone else. Ronald E. Cayne

- 6. I wish I were younger.

- 7. There are many things about myself that I would

change if I could.

SOURCE: Research Department, Oklahoma City Public Schools

+12. I can adjust to (get used to) new things easily. PURPOSE: This self-report instrument measures a student's percep-

+17, I can take care of myself. tion of the learning environment in his/her classroom, Six factors

+18. I'm usually happy. are measured: (1) Satisfaction, (2) Competition, (3) Friction,

-22. Things are all mixed up in my life. (4) Cohesiveness, (5) Difficulty, and (6) Environments.

+24. Kids like my ideas.

+26. I really like being a boy (or girl.) AGES: Ages 5-10, Grades K-6

+27, I'm not ashamed of what I am.

+28, I like the way that I look, ADMINISTRATION: This instrument may be used individually or with

+33. I think I'm doing O.K. a small group. Items may be read aloud for students who are unable

+37. Things usually don't bother (upset) me for very long. to read. The administrator should work through the example item

+38. I can be trusted. with the group, making sure that all students understand the pro-

0. Objective: Accepts failure and success

-36. I really get upset when I'm fussed at (scolded.)

II. Terminal Objective - The student assumes a positive role in

interpersonal relationships.

A. Objective: Understand and accept one another (peers)

+ 4. I'm easy to like.

+ 9. I'm a lot of fun to be with.

+14, I have many friends my own age.

-19, I would rather play with children younger than I am.

+29. I like being with other people.

-34. Kids pick on me.

+35, My teacher likes me.

-39. Other people are liked better than I am,

B. Objective: Assumes various roles in goal-oriented groups.

III,Terminal Objective - The student demonstrates behaviors which

indicate positive adjustment to the school environment.

A. Objective: Confidence in front of others

+ 5. I enjoy talking in front of the class.

-20. I don't like to be called on in class.

+30. I seldom feel upset (uneasy) in school.

B. Objective: Pride in school work

+10. I'm happy with (proud of) my semi work,

C. Objective: Achieves at highest level possible.

+15. I do the best work that I can in class,

+25. I'm not doing as well in school as I'd like.

-40, My school work makes me feel discouraged (hopeless).

38
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cedure to be followed. Estimated time for administration is 30

minutes.

SCORING: A raw score may be obtained by counting the correct

responses. The correct response to all items is yes, and there

are 42 items.

NORMS: None available.

INTERPRETATIONS: The instrument should prove useful in providing

teachers with a profile of student perceptions on each of the

factors measured. If many students share the same perception, the

teacher will need to examine teaching practices for cause-effect

relationships.

ELEMENTARY LEARNING ENVIRONMENT INVENTORY

OKLAHOMA CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

DIRECTIONS: This is not a test. The questions inside are to find

out what your class is like. please answer all the questions.

Each sentence is meant to describe your class. If you agree with

the sentence, answer yes. If you don't agree with the sentence,

answer no.

First, look at your answer card and note that it is numbered 1-40

on each side. Begin with question 1, PART ONE, and place all your

answers on this card. After answering questions 1-40 in PART ONE,

turn the card over and answer questions 41-43 under PART TWO. The

answer to question 41 will be answered as question 1, PART TWO.

Example
Yes No

1. Most children in the class are good friends. 0 0 0 0

If you think that most children in the class are good Yes No

friends, answer yes by filling in the first bubble: I 0 0 0

so
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31. All pupils in my class are close friends.

36. All of the pupils in my class like one another.

5, Difficulty

4. In our class the work is hard to do.

10. Many children must have help to do their work.

14. Only the smart people can do the work in our class.

23. Children often find their mrk hard.

34. Many pupils in our class say that school is hard,

38. Classwork is hard to do.

6, phIsical Environment

2. Our class has many good books to read.

11. I like to show the classroom to my friends and parents.

13. There are many fun things to see in our class,

18. Pupils work and play in many places in the-room.

28. Pupils work with toys and games around the room.

33. Our class has enough space to work and play,

42, There is room for me to work by myself or with others,

Attitudes Toward School and Classroom Climate

SOURCE: Downer's Grove School District, Illinois

PURPOSE: To have primary students assess the climate of the school

and the teacher's classroom as related to such factors as satis-

faction, interest, fairness, difficulty, and teacher kindness,

GRADES: K-3, May be used with other groups when the reading

level is appropriate.

ADMINISTRATION: The test is recommended for groups; L:Aing it

makes the student feel more anonymous and less conspicuous. If

there are members of the group who cannot read well enough to com-

plete the form alone, the teacher may read each item aloud twice

to the entire group as the students read the items to themselves.

The purpose and directions should be read aloud, and the person

adninistering the test should explain how the results will be used.

SCORING: There are sections to this: Test I concerns school

and the other concerns the teacher, A +20 in either section would

indicate a very positive attitude while a -20 would indicate a

very negative attitude. The "maybe's" are scored O.

NORMS: None available,

INTERPRETATIONS: Pre-post results for groups of students in

the school would be useful when improvement in school or teacher

attitudes is desired by teachers, administrators, counselors, etc.

Because the student does not give his name, individual scores can

ro,t be obtained or used.

ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL AND TEACHER

PRIMARY LEVEL

These are things that people say about school and teachers. If the

sentem tells how you usually feel about your school or your teacher,

circle "T" for true. If the sentence does not tell how you usually

feel about your school or your teacher, circle "F" for false. If you

are not sure how you feel, circle "M" for maybe.

1.

2.

3.

4,

5,

6.

I like school,

My teacher does not like me.

My teacher is kind,

I learn many things at school.

I do not like school.

My teacher has a loud voice,

F 7. I would rathr be at school than at home.

T F 8. I do good work in school.

F 9. My teacher is mean.

T F 10. I am not happy at school.

F II. My teacher does not know anything.

T F 12, I do interesting things at school.

T F 13. My teacher is fair with us,

T F 14. School is boring.

T F 15. My teacher looks happy,

T F 16. My teacher is helpful.

T F 17. School is not fun,

T F 18. There are too many rules at school.

T F 19. My teacher always wants me to do hard work.

T F 20. I am happy at school.

T F 21. My teacher has a nir voice.

T F 22. I don't learn anything at school.

T F 23. My teacher likes school.

T F 24. School is fun.

T F 25. My teacher is unfair with us,

T F 26. There are only a few rules at school.

T F 27. My teacher likes me.

F 28. I would rather be at home than in school,

T F 29, My teacher looks unhappy.

T F 30, I do poor work in school.
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T F M 31. I like the things we do in school,

T F 11 32. My teacher is fair with us.

T F M 33, My teacher thinks I am dumb.

T F M 34. My teacher is not helpful.

T F M 35. I do not like to work in school.

T F M 36. My teacher knows many things.

T F M 37. I do not like the things we do in school.

T F M 38, My teacher wants us to have fun learning.

T F M 3') I like to work in school,

T F M 40, My teacher thinks that I can do many things well,

School Teacher

1.

+1

Positive

T

-1

Negative

F

+1

Positive

-1

Negative

2. F T

3. T F

4, T F

5. F T

6, F T

7. T F

8, T F

9. F T

10, F T

11. F T

12. T F

13, T F

14, F T

15. T F

16. T F

17. . F T

18. F T

19. F T

20. T F

21, T F

22. F T

23. T F

24, T F

25, F T

26. T F

27, T F

25, F T

29. F T

30. F T

31. T F

32. T F

33. F T

School Teacher

+1 -1 +1 -1

Positive Negative Positive Negative

34.

35.

36.

37.

3B.

39.

40.

F

F

T

T

T

F

F

T

T

T

T

F

F

F

Attitudes Toward School

SOURCE: Downer's Grove School District, Illinois

PURPOSE: The students assess the climate of the school as related

to such factors as satisfaction with classes, interest, rules,

difficulty, subjects taught, etc.

GRADES: May be used in grades 4-7 or at other levels when reading

level is appropriate.

ADMINISTRATION: It is recommended that this instrument be administered

to groups and not to individuals; taking it in a group makes the

student feel more anonymous and less conspicuous. If some students

cannot read well enough, the items may be read aloud twice while the

students read them to themselves. The purpose and directions should

be read to the students, and the person administering the test should

explain how the results will be used.

SCORING: Items 1-13 are scored point!' for each as marked in the

circles. These items are to try to etf,ermine the student's general

attitude toward school.

Items 14-38 are scored points for each answer as marked in the circles

after each statement. 1110 points are also recorded as to whether they

were in the A group or tne B group. If a student or group has a

high percentage of their points on 14-38 in the A group, they appear

to favor a structured, more traditional situation in school, lf the

student or group has a high percentage of points in tir B group, they

appear to favor a relatively unstructured liberal situation in school,

NORMS: None available.

INTERPRETATIONS: Pre-post test results for groups of students in the

school would be useful when improvement in school attitude is Gesir2d

by administrators, teachers, counselors, etc. The results of

individual students cannot be obtained if the present form of the test

is used because the name of the student is not recorded.
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INTERMEDIATE ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL

School Surel

The purpose of this survey is to find out how groups of students

reel about school. Do not put your name on the survey. Be as

honest is you can. This survey is confidential and in no way affects

vtiur school grades.

jrections: Read the statements below. If you agree with the

statement, put an X in the circle under STRONGLY AGREE after the

statement, If you agree somewhat put an X in the circle under

AGREE SOMB)HAT. If you disagree a little with the statement out

an X in the circle under DISAGREE SOMEWHAT. If you disagree with

the statement put an X in the circle under STRONGLY DISAGREE,

Be sure to mark an answer for each statement.

Strongly

Agree

1. School is fun. (4)

2, School is dull and (1)

boring.

3. The best part of going (1)

to school is recess,

4. The subjects in school (4)

are interesting to me.

5. Teachers are boring, (1)

6, School should be in ses-(1)

sion only 4 days a week.

7. During the summer vaca- (4)

tion I get bored and wish

1 were tack in school

again,

8. Very few of my teachers (1)

have been interesting.

9. Students listen to what (1)

a teacher says and do not

care what he/she does.

10. My friends like school. (4)

11, There should be time in (4)

school for teachers and

students to get together

to discuss problems,

12. School has helped me a (4)

lot.

13. It doesn't ratter what (4)

a teacher says, it is

what he/sne does that is

most important.

14. Students who break (2) - A (1)

school rules on purpose

should be kicked out.

15. When students wear (2) A (1)

sloppy casual clothes to

school, they can't study

as well.

Agree

Somewhat

(3)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(3)

Disagree Strongly

Somewhat Disagree

(2) (1)

(3) (4)

(3) (4)

(2) (1)

(3) (4)

(3) (4)

(2) (1)
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(1) B (2)

(1) B (2)

Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly

Agree Somewhat Somewhat Disagree

16. Students should be (2) - A

able tl wear anything

they want to school.

17. School rules are not

necessary.

18. More interesting sub-

jects should be

offered in school

than the ones we have now.

19. I think ic would be (2) B

best if students could

pick their own teachers.

20. Teachers should be (2) - A

strict in class.

21. Each class should make (2) - B

up its own rules.

22. Teachers should not be (2) - B

strict in school.

23. Students should be able(2) B

to talk informally with

teachers after school.

24. You never learn any- (2) - A

thing from teachers

that are fun.

25. A subject that is fun (2) - A

and easy to learn is

not as good for you as

a hard one.

26. You learn the most from(2) - A

teachers that are easy,

27. Students do not learn (2) - B

from teachers that are

strict.

28. A school must have (2) - A

rules.

29. Students and teachers (2) - B -

should make school rules.

30. Only students should (2) - B

set the rules for school.

31. Teachers should he able(2) - B -

to wear anything they want

to school,

32. The school should teach(2) B

about current social

problems (race, war,

pollution, etc.

33. Students should follow (2) A

school rules.

34. Students should be atle(2) L

to go to school if they

feel like it, not because

they have to.

(1) (1) B - (2)

(1) (1) - A - (2)

(1) (1) - A - (2)

(1) (1) - A - (2)

(1) (1) 9 - (2)

(1) (1) A - (2)

(1) (1) A - (2)

(1) (1) - A - (2)

(1) (1) - B - (2)

(1) (1) - B - (2)

(1) (1) - (2)

(1) (1) A - (2)

(1) (1) - B - (2)

(1) (1) - A - (2)

(1) (1) A - (2)

(1) (1) - A - (2)

(1) (1) (2)

(1)

(1)

(1) B (2)

(I) C (2)
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Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly

Agree Somewhat Somewhat Disagree

35. Field trips are fun, (2) - C (1) (1) - L (2)

but they do not help me

learn very much.

36. There should be time in(2) (1) (1) - C - (2)

school for students to

get together to discuss

problems,

37. School does not offer (2) - L (1) (1) C - (2)

enough subjects.

38. The principal and (2) C (I) (1) L (2)

teacher should say what

the rules are.

Estes Reading_Attitude Inventory

AUTHOR: Thomas H. Estes, Director of the McGuffy Reading Center,

University of Virginia

SOURCE: Research DeparWent, Oklahoma City Public Schools

PURPOSE: This instrument is designed to measure how a student feels

about reading.

GRADES: Grades 3-12.

ADMINISTRATION: Designed as a group te5t, this instrument is

recommended for pre-post testing (October-May). The teacher can

note changes in attitudes toward reading by subtracting the score

of the pretest from that of the post test.

Students should be assured that their responses will not affect

their grades.

Some statements are positive; some are negative. Responses to

these statements differ in value. To agree with a negative state-

ment reflects a negative attitude; to agree with a positive state-

ment reflects a positive attitude. The following response value

scale allows teachers to evaluate student responses.

Reslonse Values

Items: ABCDE
The negative items:

Nos. 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16,

17, 20 1 2 3 4 E

The positive items:

Nos. 2, 5, 7, 10, 14, 15, 18, 19

Grades 3-6

Grades 7-12

SCORE RANGES

Below Average Average Above Average

Up to 90 91-121 122 and Higher

Up to 80 81-114 115 and Higher

READING ATTITUDE INVENTORY

Name Date

Directions: Following each statement, place the corresponding letter

from the key which indicates how you really, honestly feel about

each statement. This is not graded.

Key) A Strongly Agree

B - Agree

C Undecided

D - Disagree

E - Strongly Disagree

1. Reading is for learniny At not for enjoyment.

2. Money spent on books is money well-spent.

3. There is nothing to be gained from reading books.

4. Books are a bore.

5. Reading is a good way to spend spare time.

6. Sharing books in class is a waste of time.

7. Reading turns me on.

8. Reading is only for grade-grubbers.

9. Books aren't usually good enough to finish.

10. Reading is rewarding to me.

11. Reading becomes boring after about an hour.

12. Most books are too long and dull.

13. Free reading doesn't teach anything.

14. There should be more time for free reading during the school day.

15. There are many books which I hope to read.

16. Books should not be read except for class requirements.

17. Reading is something 1 can do without.

18. A certain amount of summer vacation should be set aside for reading.

19. Books make good presents.

20. Reading is dull.

Oklahoma Scale for Grades 4-7

SOURCE: Research Department, Oklahoma City Public Schools

PURPOSE: Scale 1: Your Feelings About School is composed of two

subscales; feelings about yourself as a student and feelings about

5 4 3 2 1 school.

Response values to assign to each possible response to each item.

The student's total score is a quantitative reflection of his

attitude toward reading.

89

Scal.e 2) Your Feelings About Yourself is designed to assess the

student's self-concept and feelings of dignity, worth, and independence.

43
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Scale 3: Your Feelings About Yourself and Others is designed to

assess attitudes of elenuntary and secondary students toward their

own social and interpersonal relationshios.

GRADES: May be used in grades 4-12. Students with reeling problems

may need assistance.

ADMINISTRATION: This group test may be administered to classes of

regOar size. It is also appropriate for larger groups.

SCORING: Students record answers on an answer sheet which may be

hand scored with a key or machine scored.

NORK: Percentile ranks are available for school Sin and ethnic

groups.

INTERPRETATro Students who score high on the scales have a

positive atti1de toward themselve and others. They are likely

to feel comforbble working and interacting with other students.

YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT SCHDOL

Following each statement, place the corresponding letter from

the key which best shows how much you agree or disagree with the

statement.

Key.: A - Strongly agree

B Agree

C - Agree as much as disagree

D Disagree

E Strongly disagree

I. 1 like sm,ol,

2. I wish I cion't have to go tr 1,

3. Time spent in school is time qast! I.

4. Athing is more importa'A to h n doing well in school.

5. I hate hccework and otior extra wor'o,

6. I don't care how well I do in school.

7. I enjoy working on most uf my school projects.

3. gost of the; things i learn in school are important.

9. It's,fun to be at

10. Nothing you learn scliool is very important.

11. I would rather d. anything than study.

12. School won't help me with what I ant to do in life.

13. School is oull and boring.

14. Most of my school work is a waste of time.

15. I would rather have a job than go to school.

16. Doing well in school is important to me.

17. I do only as much work as I need to to get by in school.

18. You can't expect to get anywhere in life if you don't do

well in school.

19. The things we learn in school are interesting,

20. There is nothing I would rather do than go to school.

21. The only interesting thing in school is my friends.

44
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YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT YOURSELF AS A STUDENT

Following each statement, place the corrEponding letter from the

1;ekeyt.' -st shows how much you feel each of the statements is

Ka: A - Very much like me

- Quite a bit like me

C - Somewhat like me

D - Not much like me

E Not at all like me

22. I am a good student,

23. I do most things well.

24. My study periods are usually well spent.

25. get bored easily with most things I start.

26. am a hard worker.

27. need help with most of my school work.

28. like to do a good job on anything I start.

29. have trouble making myself study when I know I should.

30. don't know how to study.

31 give up quickly if I don't understand something.

32. do as well in school as my teacher expects me to.

33. am not interested in many things we do in school.

34. usually plan my work well in school.

35. try to be careful about my work.

36. can't work on one thing for very long.

37. My school work is too hard for me.

38. When I start something I stay with it until I finish it.

39. I am proud of the way I do my work.

40. I feel that I am doing well in school.

YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT YOURSELF

Following each statement, place the corresponding letter from the

key that best shows how much you feel each of the statements is

like you.

Itet: A - Very much like me

B - Quite a bit like me

C Somewhat like me

D Not much like me

E - Not at all like me

41. Sometimes I am too careless.

42. I can do most things well.

43. I feel I am just as important as anyone else.

44. I have trouble deciding what is right,

46, I am pro.'ty sure of myself.

46, There are a lot of things abou -yself I would change if I

could.

47. I become discouraged rather easily.

48. I am good at figuring things out for myself.

49. I like myself the way I am.
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wov14 OPIP 041d,

Z2, lellt tom 4)(

4) A 1 1i're t :;gxI. 1.0 fAre gretrle4 0 1

cia;shOrk liSolayel dJrlh) oter

24, 50101 work raet me feel dtttoJralek...

' 254 Fet,Ple often erbarri; or hurt

;1 A, I liie to Oart leaderkhio tOpor4t., X

with Otheri,

X
...4.1.444446



to

e if;

(AffelJ 111..0)

flft 0(10 Pi

t/W.eq.

/00 ri 14.1! fgt ITople to

' Ter 4FP Iliel WtOt 000 1 1r),

0(A f4ther work with only Pv fle0

i0 rhi1 1(tiVft16,

; ,4io4 ,410 ft

; thi0 01 n1 tO (hop! thIngI,

r), I $001 1 were onlor (or older),

16, When nice thInqs hoppen to me, it

(Ali good luck Ind nothing I did to

doerye it,

I' 11, My interests 440 000 V other

students.

38, j (do 1doll Adko Other people do thinoo

I Not them to do,

j), fhpyo Irq to/ thityb tmit
I would like

tO 40, tot I uoilly qe flog with

OW others want.

40, I think I'm doing 01

41, when bad things happen to me, It i;

04111y scowone elte's fault,

4? 1 have MhOy friends or my 6wo dle,

41 I'm not ashamed or what I am,

44, 1 like being with other people.

4tj
I trj to te friendl with ;nether perm I

roil if he ith't thiehdly to ne.

0601 NICONAEY 5ttf4SIUM INv4110Rv

1

;, a

44 ;,

4,1 2.53

42 2,34

41 2,15

40 1,96

19 1,17

18 I.S7

tilt" 'Acme 1 tile'

fl 21

a.e 444.

Al .1

19 19 4,0
14 18 -7.76

91 11 .7.4

96 16 .746S

94 IS 214

ilLio 'ore / IWO qlw ')Loie 4110

1.38 91 14 -3,0)

36 1,19 13 .3A
35 1,00 fi4 12

14 11

11 .61 /3 10 480
12 1 411
31 fi 411

.04 52 1 411

IS 44 411
. .15 lb

1 ,54
4.1

,3,11

/1 23 3 .3,11

25 . .12 18 2

24 .1.11 13 1 -3,99

23 .1.11

Mid Rile rank (average) , 29,8 Standard Deviation

**** JO

'Percentile rank of A score gives the percentage of student; who

scored Ivor than the given score,

Mit I Sfto
14 ttliiIINA1 OttlIVE: the student dgmonstrates behaviors whith

indicate regard foe himself as a person of worth and v410,

Pendent Responding

A, ()waive; Ch0040 own courses or ktion

I. 1 can usually make up my mind 70 10

about something without asking

alyone first.

104 Soetone 014414 has to tell me 33 62

what to do, (.)

14, 1 seld0 do things that 1 0 41 SI

sorry for later.

21. 1 don't cart what happens to 11 69

Me, (')

)); i con vike op ftry mind 4n4 stick 69 31

to it,

3), there aro many things that 1 13 2/

wOuld like to do, but I usually

go along with what others want. (.)

B. Objective: Selects and defend; a position

2, 1 don't give in easily when I 81 13

think I'm right.

4/
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01, t cri plod ini)

LIU: ME !Jil1 lr1 ML

f:.4' the, n)

do

If 1 40 %Teth1M1 tO S4y, 1 say b5

t

21, I like to dOate my Ideas. 6/

14, I 1100 I Cln tolln to chAfle 10

things,

11

4r)

10

hit., perception of Hindi In oener41

geoll 1104 lo! .iself than Op 84 l6

OM t.k Orq of myself, 32 4

21, ihqe are mary things aboot myself 11 23

that 1 woold thole If I could, (-)

13. 1 CO be troV,eO, 02 8

1 $1101 I were younler (older), (.) 57 43

40, I think I'm dong U. 80 . 20
4), I'm not ashamed of what I am, 89 11

tli 4,epts failure And Wites1

4, I really get 4ort when 1 fiI1 dt bi 39

anythim, ()

11, I don't 044 4 HI deal Out of 45 15

LON riot.

22, I learn Cron ly irktAkeS, 00 10

JO. when I'm wrong
I like for people 44 16

to tell me,

, Oen nice things hawn to me, it 25 15

only grAd luck and nothing I

did le deserve It. (.)

41. When bad things happen to me, it 15 85

is usually ;coigne else's fault, 1.)

14E: tile student assumes a poItte role

interpersonal relatimhips,

A, (tiic ';n1/41«stard and accept ore another (peers)

tity ti) he. 02 18

11, 'eeple like my fleas, 53 47

t'eole often Irbarrass or hot 34 66

-e.

11il tfr teole liked better than 0

J1, 0/ interew, Ite snared by other 11 11

students,

42, ; )ale oahy 0)424, iy own ale, G4 16

44. I like tcf., 01;:,;1 ;; 9
45, ; try to be friends wIth another 11 23

tern eel if !-,e isn't friendly to

l'erceht Respond 1 hq

1.14: Ht 0811kt Ht

8, aidective: kluiiies various tOleS 16 goal-orienW groups

J. 1 like to be the leader In ail 21 13

activities, ()

18, 8etting along with others is more 92 8

imipTent to me than always being

26. I like to there leadership retpon.80 20

sibilities with others.

P. I would rather work with only my 45 55

(lose friends in school activities. (.)

J4, I can seldom make other people do 50 SO

the things I want them to do, (.)

III. IERMINAL OBJECTIVE: Bemonstrates behaviors which indicate

poltive adjustment to the school environment

A, Objective: Confidence in front of others

S. 1 enjoy talking In front of the 1/ 83

the class.

14. I don't like to be called on in 60 00

clasS, (.)

4, Objective: Pride in school work

6. I recheck my 00)1 work to make 45

sure that it it neat and correct,

15, I'm proud of my tchool work. 63 3/

23, I'd be pleased to have examples 43 51

of my classwork displayed during

open house.

t. Objective: Achieves at highest level possible

1. I do the best work that 1 tan in 85

class.

16. I'm not doing as well In school 69

as I'd like,

24. Hy school work makes me feel 36

discouraged.

15

)1

64

went 1 oven to ry

400R; Gary J. Anderson and Herbert lialberg, gevisod 1111 by

n Schnee, Oklahola City Public Schools

VAJR(L Research Department, Oklahoma city Public Schools

PURPOSt: This self4eport inttrument Medsgret a student's perception

of the learning enviroment IA the classroom, fourteen factors are

easuri21,, (1) Cohesiveness, (2) Diversity, (3)
Formality, (4) rivor'

ItiSM, (8) Cligueiless, (9) Satisfaction, (10) Olsorganflation,

(11) Difficulty, (12) Apathy, (13) Democratic, and (14) Ompetitive.
ness.
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11. iertain students .1. ..onshiered uecoupeeative.

ihe dals realizes o4oly how ,roch work it Is reoired to de4

)tudents who have 00 hhtori6 ut tieing disclOihe prublims

)re dkrIminafted against.

50, (:ettain groups of friends tend to sit together.

,1, Alter the class, the students have a sense of satisfactIon,

V. Many class members ane confused during class meetings,

lhe subject studied rjiiiir d particular aptitude en the part

or the students,

0, Stodents have little mem foe the success of the class,
11

What the class dues is detemnimed by all the students.

fI. Stidents feel left out unless they colpete with their class.,

Tates,

SI, tiO student knows the other miters ot the clar, by their

first names,

58, Different students ilry a great deal regarding which aspects

qt the OM they are interested in.

S). All dassruco procedures 4re welleestablishede

hO, there 15 enough room for both individual and group work.

61. There Is an undercurrent of feeling among students that tends

to poll the class apart,

61. Lich student In the class has a clear idea of the class goals.

63, Certain students are favored mare than the rest.

64. Certain students stick together in small gems.
65. c)tudents aro well.satistied with the work of the class,

66. Ihe methods used In this class are Illogical.

0, ',any students in the school would have difficulty doing the

114ancod work of the class.

61, Studenti, have little concern for the daily progress of the

class.

6), All students share class responsibilities equally.

/0, ilr)re is 7..40 ccroetition in the class.

ti

'ec,:)r.riarj CI issloom 1earnin9 t^vironment Inveotty

anITñi s

wil5liorcA

1.

1S,

41,

5l.

members of the class do favors for one another.

A student has the chance to get to know all other

students In the (lass.

"oitert of the class are personal frienfs.

All students know each other very well,

tach student knolls the other members of the class by

their first names.

me Alit, kr, 'stui1ent5 with 011ny different interests.

lf), Class tiwkr% tend to oursue different kinds of prohltrs,

lq. the class divides its efforts among several purposes,
44. Ire class It working toward many different goals,

Y. l'Afho'ent students vary a great deal regarding which

as;ects of the class they are interested in,

1. 1014.11(i

3. Students who biok the rules are penallted.

I/. the class has Pules to guide its activities.

31. Students are asked to follow strict rules,

45. there is a recognized right and wrong way of going about

class activities,

59, All classroom procedures Are woll.estahlished,

4, Cny,iromment

4. The books, magaiines, ankl k,4 i4olent students need or want

are easily Available to them in the classreom,

18. the studentS wuuld he proud to show the tlasstoell to a

visitor,

12. the room Is bright and comfortable.

46. There are displays around the room,

60. there is enough room for both Individual and group work,

5. Friction

5. Certain students have no respect for other students,

19. There are tensions among certain groups of students that

tend to interfere wIth class activities.

33. Certain students in the class are responsible for petty

quarrels.

47. Certain students are considered uncooperative,

61. There is 60 undercurrent of feeling among students that

tends to pull the class apart.

6. Goal Direction

6. The class knows exactly what it has to get done.

20. The objectives of the class are specific.

34. Each student knows the goals of the course.

40. The class realizes exactly how Nth work it it required

to do.

62. tach student in the class has a clear idea of the class

goals.

it Favoritism

1. The better Students' questions are more sympathetically

answered than those of the average students.

21. Only the good students are given special projects.

35. The class is controlled by the actions of a few members

who are favored,

49. Students who have pas histories of being discole

problems are discriminated against,

63. Certain students are favored more than the reit.

0, gAuPPM

8. Certain students work only with their close friends.

22. Sore students refuse to mix with the rest of the class.

36, Sort groups of students work together regardless of what

the rest of the class Is doing.
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